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A significant BM/E contest to
stimulate exchange of good
technical ideas in station operations.
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Please send me literature
on AKAl's new COLOR
VTR System.
Please arrange a demonstration
of the CVT-150.
---------------Title--------

AKAiAmerica,ltd.
2139E.DelAmoBlvd.,Compton,
Calif.90220
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· you are planning a
1
oadband communications
itching and distribution system
u should talk to DYNAIR.
That's right. DYNAIR specializes in the
switching and distribution of broadband
signals to I 00 MHz. Our 70-MHz computercontrolled microwave IF switching system
distributes television and other information
to all major universities in Indiana ... and
several other installations are now being
completed with similar equipment.
Large DYNAIR video switchers, some
with bandwidths to 50 MHz, are being used
to route information from orbiting satellites,
Mars and Moon probes and a variety of other
aerospace functions. Our standard video and
audio switchers have been used for years in
commercial, industrial and educational television. And most of our installations are
based upon off-the-shelf equipment.
Standard logic cards are available from
stock for ease of assembling most computerinterface and machine-con trol subsystems.
These cards mount in a universal frame
which utilizes wire-wrap connections to establish the required interface functions. Numerous manual control options are also
available.
DYNAIR switching equipment is also
based upon a building-block philosophy,
with the various types of switch, amplifier
and power supply circuit cards all being
stocked items which can easily be assembled in standard mounting frames. Practically
any input-output configuration or capacity
is possible with this planned approach and,
with the numerous crosspoints required in
many systems. the economics of using standard modules can offer substantial savings.
Shouldn't you talk to DYNA! R? Give us
a call today. Or if you prefer, drop us a note
and we'll send literature.

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS,
6360

INC.

FEDERAL BLVO.• SAN CIEGO, CALIF. 92114
PHONE: 1714J 582-9211

cr.n•
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6 Broadcast Industry News
High-speed Super 8 processor coming.

IWT
IDBI
CDll'ftST

16 Interpreting the FCC Rules and Regulations
Payola and Plugola

A LOOK AT NEW IDEAS, FACILITIES, AND EQUIPMENT
24 Remodeling a Studio for Comfort and Convenience
Redesign accommodates "talk and disc"

28 WHA Radio and Television-Envy
A big idea. a good idea to
improve the exchange of
engmeenng idea Turn to
pages 38-39

of Many

Impressive studios and eqwpment at University
of Wisconsin center

34 Gutsy "VOX" of New York's Westchester County
Gets a Proper Home
Strong community service leads to success

38 BM/E's Great Idea Contest
Wm a cruise by shanng your engineering
solutions with others

40 Enter the Segmented Scan Helical VTR for Broadcast Use
IVC's 9000 takes on quadruplex
BROADBAND
INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.
274 Madison Ave
New York.NY 10016
212-685-5320

42 KYW-A Reserved Contemporary Facility
New home is conserveuve in design but innovations abound

44 KYW Miniature 12-Channel Cable TV System Feeds Monitors
A neat way of d1stributmg signals
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48 WSNL-TV-5,000,000 Watts of Local Accent
New UHF stat/On expects success

51 Broadcast Equipment
New and significant products for broadcasters

59 New Literature
Useful reading materials

CM/E: A supplement for those with cable interests:
following page 50.
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Pay Cable: For and Against
I he 11i;11n.ul. cr-.mc-, 111the 'til kn111g .rr g urncn t 111er rcla v.uron
111
<orne 111the rc-rruuon-,
1111p.rv-tclcI 1,11111
(1nclud1ng p;11 c.ihlc l all h;1J
their ,,11 hcl11rL· the I ( ( 111;1 <cric-,
111 llL'.1r1111:''1111'.\111ernhcr ~ t11 x
a nd m o-: tended l\l di)! l u r rou vlv
111t11
.rlrc.ul , pl1111cd):'r11und.
rhe br o.rdc.r-tcr-,
thr ouuh Pre,1dent \'111L·ent I. \\ ,1,1k11,i..1.• 1):';1111

i h.u the pa~ cable
industr y
1111ulJ t.rk c over
pr og rurn1101\
;11.ul.ihlc "free" tu T\. I\ urchcr-, and
force the puhlic tel p;t~ Ior them.
1);11id
h1,tcr.
prcvidcnt
of
:--.:c-1 \. churg cd that the real i-suc
1\;1, the public".
right tu have the
choice
111' ,1 nc« communicution-,
and cntcr tainmcnt 'en ice. He xa id
the cable indu-tr , i-, not. .md docs
nut. 111,h tu he :1 threat
tu adv er-

churucd

tiser-suppor ied television, but would
offer alternative
fare. not now available. He suid that. without
viable
pa~ programming.
big-city
cable
would be unable to make it. thu
depriving
the public oí a valuable
~Cí\'ICe.

Jack
Motion

America.

Valenti.
Picture

said

president

oí

the
of
Hollywood
needed
continued on page 8

Association

New Super 8 Sound Camera and Ultra-Fast Processor Announced by Eastman

Super 8 camera with 200-loot
cartridge attached

New Kodak Superrneuc 8 processor to¡ Ektachrome tum

At a New York press conference on November 1. Eastman
Kodak Company showed for the first time two new products
aimed at advances m an important sector of the image
recording battle a new Super 8 single-system sound camera (above right) loadable with both 50- and 200-foot cartridges. and a new ultra-fast processor for fhe new Kodak
Ektrachrome SM 7244 film (above lef1). The processor.
called the Superrnatrc 8. takes rnfilm m the 50- and 200-foot
cartridges and also m 400-foot darkroom loaded cartridges.
and has a dry-to-dry time of about 81 2 minutes.
Kodak underscored the relevance of the new units to
operations requiring fast retrieval of recorded images by
recording an mterv.ew with one of the guests shortly before
the conference. playing 1t back from the finished film in
mid-conference The demonstration emphasized the
automation of operation m both the camera and the processor. The camera has automatic gain control in the sound
system. automatic exposure control (if wanted). has

230-degree shutter opening for available light work, viewfinder coupled with the zoom lens (an Ektar f/1.2-1/36);the
viewfinder also has a corner marker for safe television
action.
The processor requires only loading with a cartridge of
exposed film, attachment of processing chemicals in containers with matcl .1ng and non-interchangeable connectors. loading in a take-up reel, and pushing the start button.
The quality of the color recording shown at the conference seemed in the top bracket of what might be expected
for Bmm Ektachrome, and if this proves to be the long-range
benchmark for the system, it could win a lot of territory in
education, industry, and perhaps cable television. all of
which the system is avowedly intended for. Acceptability for
news gathering in television broadcasting will remain an
open question until substantial try-out has been completed.
Eastman said that the new products would be commercially available by about June 1974.
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SYNCHRONIZER
An indispensable tool in multi-track audio production,
video mixing, editing and "sweetening," film sound track
production, and foreign language overdubbing.

Maglink is a completely new approach
to fast, efficient tape synchronizing,
position logging and editing.
Videotape, multi-track audio, and magnetic film machines may now be locked
in synchronism, offset, or stopped and
started at preset positions with an

accuracy not formerly attainable. A
master and any number and any type
of slave machines may be controlled
by Maglink and will remain synchronized even in REWIND and FAST
FORWARD modes.

--f:>.
PROCESSES,INC.
-9_> AUTOMATED
80 MARCUS DRIVE, MELVILLE, NEW YORK 11746 ·516-694-9212
West of Rockies:
WESTLAKE AUDIO
Los Angeles, Calif.

U.K.:
3M U.K.
London, Eng.

Europe:
3M FRANCE
Paris, France

Japan:
NISSHO IWAI
Tokyo, Japan
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terns, with pay penetration dropping
from an initial 30" to about 20".,.
He concluded
that the "two- and
ten-year rule" on movies seriously
damaged
the chances of success
with pa) cable, and called relief e;.seru ial He ridiculed the broadcasterx' claimthat pay cable would
hurt them, reporting polls that show
only 25"., of cable subscr ibe rs overall are now interested in pay cable.
The bickering between NAB and
CT A on pa) cable was condemned b) W. Bow man Cutter, executive director of the Cable TV In0

the additional bov office that cable
offered. The theatre owners, however, said thcutr cs would close.
Sport" owners su ppor tcd free TV.
but \\ ould like to se ll rights to
games not televised
l mpor uuion.
however. worries home clubs.
Alfred
R. Stern. chairman
of
Warner Cable Corp .. pointed out
that the non-av a ila bi Iity of enough
vur ict , in movie f~1re \\a;. the overriding reason for cancellation of pa~
subscr iptions on the Warner
;.\~-

formation Center, saying it had not
"advanced
one step our ability to
make policy which is in the public
interest."
He said that, in his personal opinion, the development
of
pay television would be in the public
interest and was necessary to advance the FCCs policies on cable.
There were suggestions
for various trial rules to see how pay cable
would work out. However,
there
was a consensus
that experience
with pay cable would not be significant until many more subscribers, in
more cities, signed up: estimated national total right now is about
40,000. The FCC is expected to rule
on the pay cable questions in a few
months.

U.S. Research Ahead
Says NAE Report

THE SOUND
REPEATS ON YOU.
NOT THE PRICE.

I
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U.S. Patent No 3436674

which may be customized at will.
Decay time is switch-selectable over
a 3 to 5 second range. with local and
remote selection of 3 degrees of reverberation. Response can also be easily
tailored. With low-frequency equalization.
high-frequency boost and peak selector.
plus a high-frequency droop control.
Accepting signals as low as - 30 dbrn. the
unit's maximum output is continuously
adjustable to +IS dbm. All signals in the
system may be easily read via a built-in
edgewise VU meter.

The Robins/ Fairchild
Reverbertron. Model
659A. is another example of how we
engineer more performance into less
space. at lower cost. Requiring just 7" 0f
rack space (two 3 'h "-high remota ble
units). Reverbertron is a full-featured
reverberation system priced at only $979.
The price is harder to believe when you
consider the svsterns many features.
Using six differently-tuned
electro-mechanical delay lines. Reverbertron produces
a natural ..echo" effect.

Specifications are likewise impressive. in
terms of noise. response and distortion.
For more inlorrnanon. contact Sales
Manager Rick Belmont.

Rc::JE31NS1BFAIACHILO
The first

name

- and

the

last

word

- in recording

and

broadcast

equipment.

A Robins Industries Corporation
75 Austin Boulevard. Commack.

N.Y. 11725 (516) 543-5200

The Nat ion al Academy of Engineering
has released a study of telecommunications research in the United States
and in selected foreign countries, prepared by a special panel headed by
Henri Busignie s. chief scientist of ITT,
which finds U.S. research in general
ahead of that in the other countries
studied. However, the report holds
that research should move foster into
products, to help the U.S. balance of
trade escape the "red ink" of recent
years. The full two-volume report
costs $1 O from the National Technical
Information Service, 5285 Port Royal
Road, Springfield, Va. (order number
PB 222 080).

Radio Spot Sales In
Crisis, Gallagher Holds
The widely-read
fierce critic and
Dutch Uncle of the media, Bernard
Gallagher, reports in a recent issue of
his newsletter that radio spot sales are
in a squeeze that is catastrophic for
many smaller stations and stations in
smaller markets. He calls the national
rep industry "inadequate"
to handle
present rising costs and fragmented
markets, with many rep firms dropping smaller stations they can no longer afford to service. Gallagher's solution (he always has one): alteration of
anti-trust rulings so a rep firm could
handle more than one station in <J market (but with different salesmen), and
with stations grouped along audience
and format lines for efficient group
selling.

New Quad Encoder,
Decoder Chip, From Sansui
The Sansui Electric Co. is continuing
very act ive developmen I of their quad
matrixing system, announcing a new
continued

on page 1O
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Electronic editing
•
so precise
you might kiss
tape splicing goodby!

The new Tape-At hon 1001 Recorder /Reproducer has everything the professional
studio demands in a precision instrument, plus some exciting innovations we've added
to make the 1001 a must-see-it-before-you-invest. Here are the basics: dual capstan,
closed loop tape drive for clean, even tape travel with minimum wow and flutter; tachcontrolled motion sensing to eliminate tape breakage, stretching or spillage; newly
designed tape head section for easy threading, fast lifting; illuminated push button
controls, flush mounted.
Now for the innovations, take a look at this control panel.

With the Tape-Athan 1001 you can initiate a "balanced torque mode" on the
tape drive by activating the PLAY (or FAST FORWARD) controls simultaneously with
the REWIND control. Both drive motors are balancing against one another, allowing
the user to manually move the reels in either direction without drag, skipping or tape
stretching. You can actually move the tape so precisely for editing purposes that
splicing is virtually eliminated.
Call for complete details and specifications on the professional's professional
1001 Recorder/Reproducer (also now available in Reproduce-Only, 14 Inch Reel, and
Logger versions for the broadcast industry) or write to:

502 S. Isis, Inglewood, CA 90301 •Tel: (213) 776-6933
Circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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encoder designed specifically
for FM
broadcasting.
and an IC chip for an
improved
decoding
system.
both
scheduled
to be ready in quantity
in
January 1974.
The new encoder. QSE-SB. will sell
for about $800 and will allow FM stations to broadcast matrixed quad from
discrete
four-channel
recordings
or
from four-channel
live pickups.
Sansui says the new decoding system has improved
separation
and
moreover will decode either the Sansui
QS or the Columbia SQ. at the throw
of a switch.
Sansui moved closer to CBS. too. by
taking out an SQ license: Sansui receivers will carry the SQ as well as the
QS designation.
In a demonstrution
for
BM/£. the new decoder did appear to
produce exceptionally
clear :111d definite separation
among the four channels. although direct comparison
with
other systems was lacking.

Auto FM Jingles
Ready At NAFBM
"Driving with FM." a series of recorded jingles aimed at increasing au-

toists' use of FM radio. has been prepared by the National Association
of
FM Broadcasters,
The tape holds several versions of the jingle. designed to
fit into various program formats. and
in both mono and stereo. It is free to
NAFMB members.
$7.50 to others.
from NAFMB at 420 Madison Avenue.
ew York I 00 I 7.

Ampex Has New Long-Life
Coating for Magnetic Disks
A new coating for plated magnetic
disks has greatly enhanced
the life.
performance.
and reliability
of such
disks. according to an announcement
from Ampex Corp .. the developer. The
crit ical head-t o-disk interface in digital
recording
had created a serious wear
and reliability
problem.
said Ampex.
which has now been solved by the new
coating.

Burch Asks for
Program Quotas
In a talk to the lntern.n ional Radio
and Television Newsrnakcrs Society in
New York in September.
Chairman
Dean Burch of the FCC came out us
personally
in favor of percentage
requirements
applied to broad program
categories. to put broadcast license re-

newal on a fair basis. He contended
that the renewal process was in serious
disarray. with too much depending on
Commission
decisions
on quality,
which he held to be impossible-and
wrong. 'Tm seeking a go/no-go system
of broadcast license renewals," he said.
"Let the FCC establish well defined
guidelines- and then let the FCC get
out of the way."

Kodak Gets Esquire
Ad Award
Eastman Kodak Company was one of
~O firms named winners in the first
annual Corporate Social Responsibility
Advertising
Awards
Program.
instituted by Esquire Magaz íne The Kodak
ad that won an award was captioned
"Pictures
talk.
Some
little
boys
don't." and it told how a carnera project had helped inner-city youngsters,
"turned oír' by their environment.
to
gain interest and self-respect.
so they
could begin to learn. Arnold Gingrich.
publisher of Esquire. said that the winning entries effectively
work "to improve our environment
both physical
and social as well as the quality of life
in America."
How about some prizes
for socially-responsible
broadcast ads?
continued on page 12
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Jampro Asks FCC for
FM Antenna Rules Change
Redefinition
"r r.uli.ucd power Ior
:111tc1111:1'with he.un tilt.'"
eliminate
t hc pre-en:
ERP pcn:ilty 1111st a t iun-,
u'ing tilt. .uid eight other ch.mgc-, in
the 1-M :111tc1111:1rule'. have been requcxicd
i11 :1 pct iiion filed with the
FCC hv the J:1111pr" A11ten11:1 Cu. Peter
01111igi:111. prc''idc111 of J:1111pr1). s:1y'
tli:11 the ch:111gc'> .uc :1i111cd in general
:1t bringing the FM :111te1111:1rule' int o

line with current engineering
art . Some
or Ihe other changes asked: reduct ion
of t wo ERP values to une on licenses
when tilt i~ uscd rcircularir y specs of±
4dB (there
arc none at present):
maximum
\lf
I) dB for directional
antcnnax: make circular polarization
the
xt.mdard , r.n hcr 1h:111horivont al ,

People
Richard
Schoch.
:1 senior vice presiden t of Compton
Advertising.
Inc ..
cw York. :111d resident
of Princet own.
N.J .. w.t-, appointed
lo a liveyear term un the board of the New

CONSOLE YOURSELF!
Model 5511
Stereo

SPOTMASTER
IS HERE ...

Model SM11
Mono

with outstanding new audio consoles
from $825
Here are the audio consoles for stations whose standards are higher
than their budgets. Look what you get:
Model 5M11 Mono-11
Model 8M20 Mono-20
Model 5511 5tereo-11
Model 8514 5tereo-14

HI/LO inputs into 5 mixers
HI/LO inputs into 8 mixers
pairs of HI/LO inputs into 5 mixers
pairs of HI/LO inputs into 8 mixers

• Electronic switching of input
channels via FET's
• Low and high level preamps
for each channel
• Top quality ladder attenuators
(Daven or equiv.); carbon pots
optional at lower cost in mono
models
• Identical program and audition
output channels for dual console capability

• Individual program, audition,
monitor. cue and headphone
amplifiers. plus mono mixdown
amps in stereo models
• Solid state construction throughout; modular. plug-in circuitry;
superb specs; complete with
self-contained power supply
• Beautiful as well as functional;
wood grain side panels

Jersey Public Broadcasting
Authority
Paul Lancaster
became chief engineer of Delta-Bence-Cascade ... Bud
Cole has rejoined
Trans-World
Communicat ions as director
of programming.
Andrew R. McMaster was named direct or of engineering
for KETC-TV,
educational
station in St. Louis, Mo.
ew director
or marketing
for
Continental
Cablevision
is Thomas P. •
Willett ... Jae Holzman,
founder and
for 23 years president
of Elektra
Records. became chairman of the planning committee
and senior vice president of Warner Communications,
Inc.
Fred La Cosse, news director
for
KNTY, San Jose. Calif .. won a "personality
of the month"
designation
from TY Picture
Lile Magazine . . . ,
Ward McCarthy
will direct promotion
and public
relations
for WSNL-TV,
only commercial
TV station on Long
Island.
Charles M. Powell became vice president of operations
and finance for
Tocorn , Inc. ... New engineering
manager of Arneco. Inc. is Robert H. Wilson ... Warren Burt is is lie Id engineer
for AEL Broadcast Division.
John S. Scanlan joined TelePrompTer Corp. as director of corporate
marketing ... John H. Martin won promotion to the position of manager. product administrut ion, for Jerrold
Elect rnnics Corp ....
Phil D. Cook was
promoted te) supervisor.
CA TV products sale> and service. for Anaconda
Electronics.
E.C. Oldfield
Jr. was named treasurer of Telecable
Corporation
...
Just o Caffi is the new manager of
American Cable Television's system in
ap:i Valley, Calif. ... Daniel Denham
is vice president
of the 3M Company,
in charge of a newly-formed
division,
the Recording Materials Group.
Ivan D. Barton became Southwest
regional
sales manager
for Philips
Broadcast Equipment
Corp. with headquarters
in Houston ... Alain Onesto
was appointed
program
director
of
Empire State Cable TV Co. in Binghamton.
N.Y ....
Phyllis Thompson
joined
the sales staff of Anaconda's
Systems
Wire and Cable facility in
Phoenix.
Richard C. Gall is the new technical
di reel or of development
laboratories
for Oak Industries
... Fletcher
R.
Smith won promotion
to the position
of director of engineering
for Triangle
Broadcasting
Corp. to supervise both
the radio and cable operat ions of that
com p:1n y.

Write or call for details about the budget-pleasing prices:

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
----------A
Filmways Company---------8810 Brookville Road. Silver Spring. Maryland 20910 • (301) 588-4983
TWX 710-825-0432

Briefs
Magnavox
is supplying
cable distribution equipment
worth over $3 million to CATV of Rockford.
Inc ....
continuedon page 14
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More and more people are discovering how significantly
superior
Canon Zoom Lenses are for TV
broadcasting
purposes. Their
outstanding
color characteristics,
even in dim light, is one of the
many reasons why Canon was
chosen for telecasting the Munich

fit and operate with any make of
TV camera.
Shown on th is page a re only a few
examples of the quality lenses
Canon has available to more than
meet your particular demands.
Specify Canon to stay ahead.

Olympics.
Canon's wide range of excellent
zoom lenses encompass three
types of operation controlall-servorized, via flexible cables
and by effortless push-pull rod
control. And it can be attached to

The following are Canon TV Zoom Lenses for the
Plumblcon® color cameras currently available on the
market:

e

Size of image tube
IM• Ptumbrconqp
color camera

1• Plumb1con®
color camera

I

I

Lens
PlO x 2084
Pl7 x 3081
Pl7 x 3082

Image format covered

PVlO X 1681
PVlO x 1582
PVl 7 x 2481
PV 6 x 1881

17.l x 12.Bmm
!21.4mm¢1

12.Bx 9.6mm
(16mm¢)

®Reg. TM N.V. Philips of Netherlands.

e

The Canon TV Lenses Naming System
PIO X 208

I

11

Gtes s Comoens a tron t or , ea m Souter
Mrrumurn Focal Length
Zoom Ratio
Aonhcanon

Applications
p
PV

Image

Pick-up Tubes

Format
21 4mm¢
16mm~'

11• • Plumbicon
l • Ptumbrcon

Apart from the above, Canon has
available TV zoom lenses for 3" or
4-1/2" image orthicon cameras
and can also build special lenses
to fit your requirements.

Canon

CANON INC.: 9-9, Ginza 5-chome, Cb uo-ku , Tokyo 104. Japan
CANON U.S.A .. INC.· 10 Nevada Orive, Lake Success. Long Island. New York 11040, U.S.A. !Phone) 516·488·
6700
CANON U.S.A .. INC.: 457 Fullerton Ave .. El mb ur st . lfhnors 60126. U.S.A IPhone) 312-833·3070
CANON OPTICS & BUSINESS MACHINES CO. INC.: 3113 Wilsh"e Blvd ..
los Angeles, California
90005, U.S.A.
CANON AMSTERDAM N.V.: Gebouw 70. Sc tup ho! Oost, Holland
CANON LATIN AMERICA, INC.: Apartado 7022. Panama 5. Panama
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NEWS
CBS Radio will begin in January a
nightly hour-long
mystery drama:
series will be produced
by "Hi"
Brown. who put on many of the bestknown radio dramas of the 1940s and
1950s ... RCA will install in the newest class of large U.S. naval vessels.
Landing Helicopter Assault Ships. interior voice communications
systems
which have dual stored program processor control units. either of which can
take over if the other is knocked out.
JVC Industries. Inc. opened a new
midwestern sales office at JO I 2 Malmo
Drive. Arlington Heights. Ill. ... Television Bureau of Advertising reports
local TV ad sales up 247' in the first
half of I973. to SJ49 million
Panelgraphic Corp. of West Caldwell.
N.J .. has agreed with Thorn Elect rica!
Components. of Enfield. England. to
form a joint company for European
production
and marketing of electronic display products.
Texas State Network. in a recent
massive audience
study by ARB.
emerged as the largest radio influence
in that state. by a wide margin ...
Avantek microwave relay equipment
will he sold throughout Canada by
Northern Electric of Montreal ... Marconi Electronics reports the sale of

more than I00 of their i.f. modulated
TV transmitters. or about one a week
ince introduction
of the units two
years ago.
WHOO Radio, Orlando. Fla., won a
Golden Award for specialty advertising
in 1972 from Specialty Advertising Association International ... Telemedia,
Inc. of San Diego. video program producer. formed an educational division
to produce teaching programs ... Collins Radio Co. announced the purchase
of Spectrum Analysis and Frequency
Planning. lnc.. recognized for microwave frequency planning. from its
parent. MCI-Communications Corp.
Thomas C. Seger Associates is a new
firm in Pittsburgh which will supply
consultation on any phase or form of
video programming. particularly corporate sales. training. and information
programs . . Quad/Eight Electronics
became West Coast distributor for tape
recorders and recording consoles of
MCI
Scientific-Atlanta.
Inc. will
supply amplifiers and heuderid equipment worth over SI million to Hawkeye Cablevision. franchisee in Des
Moines. Iowa.
General Cable Corp. will build a new
S 14 million plant in central Kentucky
for manufacture of plastic insulated
telephone cable
American Technical Ceramics announced
appointment of Technical Sales. Inc. of Chi-

THE BEST

THE SECOND BEST

And because that's the way things are. the EMT-930st
is also the most expensive turntable you can buy.
In the short run.
In the long run. you'll own precision-made equipment that really slashes maintenance costs. because it's
virtually trouble-free. For years Ask anyone.
Other features? Low rumble; ~ O 035% rms ANSI
flutter; and you can cue to any beat or syllable with a
wow-free start from the world's only remote-controlled
turntable.
You pay for what you get. And here. you get the
winner.
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AUDIO CORPORATION
For more mtorrnar.on

C3

v,rue

741 Washington Street New York NY 10014
121217-ll-7-lll
We·1Coao1Sa1ec0111cr 1710N LaBreaAve Hollywood CA90046
(2131 974.4.¡.¡4
Ht:::i1QuaF1ers

cago as sales agent in Illinois, Indiana,
and Iowa for their capacitors.
Mobile Color Productions, Inc. has
installed a complete production and
post-production
videotape facility in
Dallas, to supplement their facility already opera ting in Houston ... Ampex Corp. has sold to the Korean
Broadcasting System video and audio
production facilities totalling $2.1 million. including VTRs, audio recorders,
video cassette equipment.
Hewlett-Packard
will supply about
I 30 cesium beam frequency standards
to the U.S. Navy Electronics Systems
Command, for about $2.8 million ...
Ceramic Magnetics has appointed
Underwood Sales Corp. to sell the full
line of ferrite components in New England ... AKAi color video cameras are
used for live cable pickup and for recording at the new World Championship of Tennis arena near Austin,
Texas.
Kalart Victor Co., veteran supplier
of 8mm and l 6mm editing equipment
and other motion picture and television specialties. celebrated in October its 50th year under its founder,
Morris Schwartz ... Century Strand
Inc. reported a realignment of corporare relations with their parent. the
Rank Organization. for full access by
Century to Rank research and development resources.
BM/E

I
o!G
•

We won't kid you.
The EMT-928 doesn't have all the ruggedness of
our friend across the way.
On the other hand, the EMT-928 costs 40% less.
And it's self shock-mounting. so that you can drop
it into an existing console desk. Also. it has a front panel
speed adiustrnent trimmer our "neighbor" doesn't have.
A proven concept augmented for professional use.
the EMT-928 stands second to none in construction,
durability, and performance. Except for you know who.
Well, we can't win 'em all. But you can. Just take
your choice.
~
F:>r mure rntorrnauon. wnte

C3

e::> ~
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AUDIO CORPORATION

Headquarters

west Coess setes

741 Washington Street. New York, NY 10014
(212) 7.Jl-7411
otnce 1710N LaBreaAve .Hollywood.CA90046
(213) 874-4444
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4-Channel
News------

-----QS

\'.'1)VATION/SANSUI
\·.[MBARK ON MAJOR
:'. ~ROMOTION CAMPAIGN
C!nview, Ill. - Dick Sc ho i y.
1Fsidenlof Ovauon Records. and
i-o sh¡ Tada. Ex ec unve Vice
1Ps1dentand General Manager
¡0Sansu1 Eleclfonics
Corporat11, have announced plans for a
1ror national multi-media prof(r•on and adveuismq campaign
oet underway this ran.
cross !he country thousands
1ealers w111 be involved
in a
ossive educational program.
eng the public what rs special
11'iutSansur's OS. They will expin that only records encoded
jn)S have the capacity to give
esound sources from any area
vun a 360 sound field and that
r1eivers with vano matrix offer
me realistic 4-channel than any
nr decoding system.
he exciting campaign will lea:u a cooperative
effort
on the
f>C of Ovation Records and San-

1thaudio

press

~siaic about

have

been enthumacritic
Bert

aucu.ornnq
ltlJS system m the August. 1972.
is-e of Audio Magazine
this way·

~ discrete quadraphonic tape
1 Ne played for us. and then AIB11e11fh
a disc cut with the Sansu1
t;)3ncoder and decoded through
~ sw type decoder. The results
•We sfarf/ing. With both pop and
Icl sic al selections. there was
'\.le little apparent difference be' '"9n the tape and the disc.
t L.cal1zationand separation were
11£• accurate and stable. Ambient
merial was as etlecuvetv reoroe.eo as ·surround stereo.' There
•trmed to be tittle o/ the attt use
'eorotious' feeling typical of
'1fltth metrixeo quad sound.
. ii
m! be reckoned as a metnx
item with great potential .

XlX BOXES
O QS
llATRIX
joined

the

Productions
growing
list of

cord manufacturers
producing
ces encoded
rn as. The com·
rny rs set to release
a lamous
'x Box of The Complete Chopin
isle for Piano and Orchestra
1rformedby the Utah Symphony
der Maurice
Abravanel:
II carry
Vax catalog

the set
number

IB 5126.
According
1okesman,
albums
r release

}W

has also
OS
vario

to a company
several
dozen other
1n OS are scheduled
over
the next
six

onths. One of the most antici-

1972. issue

"Undoubtedly
the most convincing and interesunq
demonstration was the Sansu1, who had
arranged
comoeuson between
OS Mark JI /vauo nveu cx¡ and OS
using special recording.
The
0$ II l verto matrix/
system
seemed effective. unanomolous
discrete rear images. somewhat
spreadened bu/ definitely behind.
were consistently detected·
Julian
Hirsch.
onecior of the
lamed

Hirsch-Houck

labs,

in his

September. 1973 Popular
Electronics article on OS vario mau¡x,
said:

"Having listened to a demonstt auon of the system in opera·
non both at the Audio Engineering
Society. N. Y convention and elsewhere, we can tesutv that the
Serisui OS Vano Matnx appears
to provide a fully 'discrete' sound
character. w1/h no evidence ol the
side
effects sometimes e xoerienced
with
q ein-c on u one a
mett+ces

"

Billboard

And
Claude

Hall

was

magazine's
quoted
m June.

1973's BM/E as saying
"SO with logic is 500 times better than stereo and the OS with
vano ma/fix ts 700 /Imes better
than stereo."
pated

~w York, N.Y.-Vox

ts

Other aspects of thC' campaign
will
te a tuie
dealer
4-channcl
clinics
and serrunat s. promotions
wtth banners
and oernonsu auons
of 4-channel
showinq 2-ct1anncl
and mono cornpatrbrhtv ln-stor e
demonstrations
wr!l be supper led
by attractive
posters
both of 1t1c
Ovation
artists
and new posre. s
created
especially
to. Sansui s 4cnannel
campaign
Buuons will
also form an mteqra¡ part of ttus
arnb.nous marketing
concept

in its May.

Sansuis vano

r11 circuitry.
Noted
1 W te describes
his

Black
Jazz
cataron
whtch
111eludes
such
arltc;1s as Bonnie
Koloc. Heaven & Ear th .. and Wdl1r
Dixon.
rs .ecorcco wuh 1t1n OS
encoder
Ovation
is thr only record manuracuuo.
0xc!11s1vrly p10ducmq 4-channC'I discs

Hr F1News
dese: .bec us rmpre ssron trus way

4N• York, N.Y. - Comments from

First in Hardware
First in Software

su¡ .n trims ol na11011.1I advothsrn q with Ovation
ar us t s an d
Sansu. 4-ch.Jnnrl
rrcr1vr1c;
and
arnpltftcr s The c11t11f' Ovauon and

International
acclaim
been
accorded the
matrix
Britain's
famed

··ll\AJOR
AJDIO
CRITICS
IL as
RIO
11\ATRIX

QS
Regular
Matrix (RM)

is likely

to be the Complete
Tcharkowskv Symphonies
Vax
has reined over 30 other
companies around
the world.
including 18 in the unued Stales. who
uuhze Sansuis OS rnatnx 10 produce
records
with the qr e ate st
creative
freedom
for the artist
and recording
enqmeer and that
can be eruoved by more home
listeners
than any other 4-channel
system.
Other

manufacturers

producing

OS encoded e.ses mctuce ABC/
Duntu!l, A&M. Audio Lab. Audio
Treasury, Barclay, BASF. Black
Jazz. Bluesway. Blue Thumb.
Canyon. Command/ ABC. Crown,
French Decca. Impulse/ ABC.
Jockey,
Kilmarnock.
King.
Longines
Symphonette
Society,
Minoruphone,
Ode.
Ovation.

Pro1ect 3, Pye. Quad Spectrum.
ATV/ERA, Teich•ku. Telecasl
Marketing,

Toho.

Tokuma-Onko.

Tumbleweed, and Tosh1ba-EMI.

New York,
N.Y.
Thi· OS/ílM
.¡ ch.:rnrwl rT1J1r1xCJ11 lw fouud 011
mo«- pu-e ,......,
n1 '11011f1cf.·l11yP1p11p
nwnt
t h,111 .:iny ntll•'r
'1 r h. inn• 'I
svstr-rn
Ovoi 58 rn:1nut~1('11111·1...,
a10 now makmq
llH)ri' th.m ;:>.1;:>
morl0ls wuh OS 01 ílM c11•rod11111

posmons
To match
111•' h.11<1w.11•· c;ltny
OS has c;urn,1sc;•·d .111 nll1r'1 .1
channel
c;ysf,.mc; 111 rrc0rrl
p1nc1uct1011 JS w,.11 Ovo¡ 30 com
paruos around
tho w orld h.tvo
procucod
ovo 496 albums 111OS
That 1nclucl,.c; OV•'r 166 r••corrl<;
rnanutac turcd hy 18 rrm1pJni<'c; m
1hP unuco S1a10s US a1t1c;t<; r~·p10c;cntecl by thr-er- r nrnparno c m
elude <uch names .J<; C.11011•Kina
Joan
Baoz B B Kinq BonmrKoloc.
SunRa.
W1ll1r• Dixon.
Bc verrv Sills.
Gato
Ba1b1C'r1,
Enoch
Light.
D1ch.
Hvm an
Pharoah
Sandor s John Cotu.mo
Count
Bas1"
Tony Mottola and
101S111nqs Morr and more manu
tacturer s are usrnq tho OS malnx
beca usf' of its uniquo r-nqrncr-tmq
nccdom and 1hC' lac! that mor o
consumers
can bu) mor e equipment
capable
of decoding
OS
Regular Ma tr rx

KLOS
GOES
QUAD
Los Angeles. Calif. -

KLOS-FM.

ABC's top rated station
m Southern
California
and
a national
leader
rn the 18-34 market, has
JUSI completed
its first series of
regularly
scheduled
4-channel
broadcasts.
The 13 week senes sponsored
101ntly by Pac1f1c Stereo and Sansu: Electronics
Corpor anon has
impact
lar beyond
the h1gt1 expectations
of the sponsors
or the
producers
The impact
was so
great
that
a second
13 week
series
rs planned starting
in the
next lew weeks
KLOS used a OS encoder
and
ran all their p roqr arrumnq 101 the
quadraphonic
segment
through
the encoder
This
included
all
types ol tapes and discs
The listener al home wuh a mono set
received
the FM signal
wtl h no
change and no dilution
of quality.
while the FM stereo
listener
actually
got
a program
with
an
enhanced
stereo effect and the
listener
wrtf a OS or other decoder
had FM 4-channel
sound
with all its nuances and subtleties
brought
into his l1sten1ng room
Response
to the ser1es was enthus1asl1c. KLOS reported
phone
calls and letters requesting
1nlormat1on on 4-channel
and 4-channel broadcast.
while local audio
dealers
reported
a noticeable increase
1n traffic
through
the1r
stores and spec1f1c increase
1n interest
1n 4-channet
products
by

SANSUI INTRODUCES
IC CHIP QS VARIO
MATRIX 4-CHANNEL
DECODER
Woodside,
N.Y.
S;in...,111 E1N
t r o mc s Co r p o r aun n h,ic; .111
nounc_r•rt .1 fll;)¡nr t,,r"1k1hro11qh 111
q-c hrmno! aurno !f·thno!oqy
Aft;·r
vo a.s of ~'Xj)4'tlln"n1.J11on .1r1rl rl•·
veroprnr-nt f hr- S,,nSlH oc; v.u«.
manu occoocr has bcr-n r<·rl11r1•rJ

fl(Jf

to three d1ff,...rent IC chips
Tv..n 01
1he uuco chips
arc currPnlly
111
production
and avauabto \\ hi10
the final chio will be avauabto 111
quantuy by early February
1Cl/..l
The IC chips will be manul artur od
m Tokyo by Huactu

Anot he r = xc.uno asp=c t ot thr
11•''-'\·va110 matux r.-.rhnoloqy
1<; th('
synlhí'c;,1z"r
Pr e-v.ouvlv so c auec
s vnr ru-srz o r s ad dr-d a rn tn e nt
c;nund ava1lrit1ln nn most conventrona! <tereo rí'cords
to the rea1
c hanncts and crf',1tf'd .. a 4 rhannrl í'll,...ct With tnr- nov, IC chip
var 10 matt 1:-.decor:IP1 a 2 channel
c;1qn<1I 1c; l<'d thrnuqh
its own on
rndmq
p.oc evs and
then detOd1"d
The r e sultmq
signal
is a
c;,111round rfl0ct
wrth 10al <i1rC'cuonahtv on t hr oe s1rlrc; M11s1c is
no 1onqf'1 1uc;t "nt1rtncrd
rnstru111Pntc;ar o <:;p11"'Jrl around
a panorama
hut appe a. to be hx~d and
nav» p0s1110n anc! d11Pct1on Since
a majorrty ol .oco.c c ollccuons
arf'
still
primarily
c;!Preo
and
s111c0 many 2-ct1annPI
discs 'II di
m-ve r bP rf'lf'ac;f'rl
tn e-c nannor
!l1P new development adds a new
o.mons.on 10 4 c hannel
ratllf'r
than bcrno JUSI a ra.oo technical
leap

Sansur is aqqr es srvety put sumo
a two-stage
licensing
policy of thf'
chips and vario matu x dr-codr-i
Step one is g1v1ng crups. mtormanon and technical
asvrstanc» to
any audio rnanutacunc.
rC'QlH'S1
mg them
This 1c; m!enctf'rl
10 aid
the .r ousuv
111 expeurnontauon
with what Sansu¡ br-hcvr s 10 lw
the greatest
single aovaoce m .1channel
technology
s.nco 1hP 111
troducuon ot rho OS ma111:-. 1tsr11
m 1970 Step two is nccns.nc ol
commercial
production
ol OS
vario matrix decoders
The IC chip

ve1 srcn of thC' var 10

maln x decoder
is a nuco su.oc
tor a number ot reasons 'rno concept of IC's provides
tt omendons
economy
m te1 ms ol srrnplo component
costs. but also m ad1us1ment and "tuning"
costs Conventional discrete
cornponeru
or-cooer s had lo be adjusted
for rnax
imurn pertorrnance.
the cuueru IC
chip
OS vario
matrix
rs set 10
operate at peak performance
uom
the time of manulacture
Economy
is one major aspect
of the new IC units · umve.saurv
is the second
major an?a ol importance
With the prouter auou of
several matrix systems. thc¡r- has

all manulacturers
WSHE
111 M1am1 Flo.11da. the
leading rock station m tile M1am1Ft. Lauderdale
Mea. has 1ust purchased
a OS encoder
and plans
to go 24-hour
Quad
by m1dNovember
"We believe 4-channcl

I·•'

II

111\1' IJ•·r (Jl]•·r

!h.11 ( fllJld

ti.111dl< 1r1111i·t/i.¡r1 11111
•,y'.l1·rr1 l lw 11í·./1If r hip ry, 1.ir10
111.itr1..-r .rn .inri rlnr·c;. It p1ov1rJ•·<>a
11111?fJr1H c;.r·p.11.1!1011Ill l hr- QS
niorl•· .11 rt r I( ••11 •• ut 5' p.1r;:1t1nn 0fl
.di',() rr·corr.h
.ul1·1p1.1h•1¡

Witt1 t he new IC chips plus ascomponents.
a
rnanulacture1
can build a Un.verSJI d\-.COdPr and c;ynthf'S1?€'1 for
lf'SS than Sl2 which moans that a
ctecodf'r could br available 10 the
consumer
at a pucr- anvono rn
terPs!ed
111 a-channr-! can cer1a1nly auord

soc.ateo o.se.er-

Since Sansut mcorpo.atoo the
vJ110 mafn x 111 its ORX rf'Cf'IV"'
l111c m January
1973 sat,« have
risen dr amattc allv and consumo¡
response
has boon over wholrrunq

is the most exc1t1nq broaclcJst
development
1n many years and
the wave
of the future."
commented
WSHE's
owner,
Gene
Milner. "We're looking
forw.:url to
being 1he first 1n our markc1 with
1t."

/
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INTERPRETING THE RULESLA&TIONS
REGU

Payola and Plugola
By Frederick W. Ford and Lee G. Lovett
Pittman, Lovett, Ford and Hennessey
Washington, D.C.

The specter of payola and plugola scandals has again
risen on the horizon of the broadcast
industry.
Federal
officials are investigating
allegations
or substantial
cash
pay-offs
to radio stations
in exchange
for over-the-air
record exposure.
Some record industry executives
have
resigned or been fired. Investigations
continue
and indictments
are possible. No one is yet certain just how
pervasive this latest wave or payola and plugola activity
has been.
The Communications
Act and the Commission's Rules
and Regulations
contain explicit sections defining payola
and plugola. and specifying when and how sponsorship
announcements
are to be made A review of the relevant
Rules follows. To facilitate
the broadcaste rs under·
standing of whether or not broadcast
mat ter is .. sponsored." hypothe tical illustrations
are also included.
Announcement of Sponsored Programs
All matter broadcast
by any radio station
for which any
money. service. or other valuable consideration
i' directly or
indircctlv paid. or promised to or charged or accepted by, the
'talion
'º broadcasting, from any pc rson. ,h3JJ. at the time
the same i'
broadcast. be announced
as paid for or furni-hcd. a- thc ca-.c may be. by such per-o n .
'

'º

The general rule e111:111ates from the rule-making
proceeding which followed on the heels of the payola scandals of the late 1950s. This rule requires licensees to
exercise reasonable
in terna! procedures
to assure that
they announce
that they have received money. gifts.
consideration.
e tc.. which influences their choice of progrurnming. This rule applies to standard broadcast (AM).
FM. and television licensees. The purpose of the rule is
simple. The public interest dictates that the broadcast
audience has the right to know when and what program·
ming is being presented
by J sponsor in order to avoid
being unconsciously
influenced
to the benefit of the
sponsor (i.e .. to enhance the sponsor's product or service). For example.
XYZ Records.
Inc. pays a radio
station $500 to play one of XYZ's records a certain
number of times. The radio station plays the record. a

agreed. and. in addition.
the disc jockey says prior to
each play ... This is my favorite record and it is sure to
become a hit." If no sponsorship
announcement
is made,
the broadcast
station is clearly guilty of receiving payo/a 1
(receiving payment in consideration for playing a record
without a sponsorship
announcement)
and plugola (pro·
moting a record to influence record sales without an·
nouncing that the broadcaster
is promoting
the record in
consideration
of a cash payment).
The prior rule applies to payment
by sponsors to
licensees. The Communications
Act was amended subequent to the payola and plugola scandals of the late
1950s to include payments. gifts. etc .. J. by a sponsor to
any station employee and 2. by a sponsor to anv person
connected with the production or preparation of any
program mal/er.
Thus. if Airline A pays a television producer $5000 to
include shots of A's airplane prominently
featuring the
corporate
logos, the station licensee must make a sponsorship announcement
before or after broadcast of the
program. However. this poses a problem.
How can the
licensee reasonably
be expected to know whether or not
a member of the program production
staff or one of the
licensee's employees
received payment in consideration
for plugging a sponsor's product or service? To alleviate
this dilemma.
the Commission
has promulgated
a rule
requiring J. an employee receiving payment in considera·
tion of plugging a sponsor's product or service to report
same to the licensee, and 2. a member of a program
production
staff receiving a similar payment
to report
such payment
to either the payee's employer
or the
program producer.
In either case. the licensee is then
obligated to make an announcement
of sponsorship.

,

Exception to the General Rule
Service or other valuable consideration
shall not include any
service or property
furnished without charge or at a 110111i11al
charge for use on. or in connection
with, a broadcast unless ii
is so furnished
in consideration
for an identification
in a
continued
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You wouldn't have to
make good
if you didn't send bad.
detected, our unique self-balancing
Every time a
switch replaces the lost signal with
heavy dropout
stored information from the previous
burst from your
scan line of the same field. It does
VTR causes lost
this without introducing switching
sync, your
transients, or white flashes.
viewers might
as well be watching
The 3M DOC comes with an
adjustable dropout replacement
the radio.
threshold, with rf age to maintain
And if it happens during a
the level set; a chroma auto-phase
commercial, you know the ad agency
is going to be right in there demandcorrector; and a built-in dropout
simulator for alignment without a
ing another "make-good'.'
test tape. All standard features, not
But it doesn't have to happen at
expensive options.
all, because with the 3M Brand Color
Dropout Compensator (DOC) you can
You'll find that the 3M Brand
Color Dropout Compensator works
solve the problems caused by dropouts.
better
and is easier and less expensive
Our DOC works with any quad
to use than anything else you've tried.
VTR and replaces lost video inforFor the name of your nearest
mation, in color or monochrome, with
dealer, contact: Video Products,
correct video.
Mincom Division, 3M Company,
Fill-ins are undetectable because
300 South Lewis Road, Camarillo,
they're perfectly matched in brightCalifornia 93010. Telephone:
ness level, and chroma.
(805) 482-1911. TWX: 910-336-1676.
Horizontal sync and color burst
are correct, so there's no color flashing. Servo lock and color lock are
\,
automatically maintained so you get
3~5..... . .I , Lu11•u flalM. 7'' r full color interlace and VTR stability
even through multi-generation dubs.
There's just nothing else that
'\ ~ ••==
works like the 3M DOC.
It replaces the lost video inforO R O P O U I
mation in full color within the video
signal itself. Luminance and color are
We've been there.
processed through separate delay
And brought the answers back.
lines, with the color phase-inverted
to achieve color interlace with the
stored signal. When dropouts are

...,~~.,_..,,_....--.,
l. e
1

<'
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FCC Rules & Regs
broadcast of any person, product. service, trademark, or
brand name beyond 011 identification
which is reasonably
related 10 lile use of such service or properly 011 the broadcast ... , (Emphases supplied.)

I

The sponsorship announcement requirement does 1101
apply if the service or property is furnished without
charge or at a nominal charge for use on a broadcast.
Thus. a licensee need not announce that a record company has supplied it with several copies of a newly
released record prior to each airing. Moreover. the licensee may broadcast the record's title and the artist's
name because such announcement
is 1101 be1'011d an
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identification which is reasonably
such property 011 the broadcast.

related

ro ri1e use of

On the other hand. were a record supplier to furnish
I00 or 200 copies of the same release. with an agree111e111by the station. express or implied. that the record
would be used on 3 broadcast. an announcement would
i be required because consideration beyond the matter
used on the broadcast was received.
There are two further exceptions to the general rule
that the licensee must announce both the identity of the
sponsor and the fact that program matter is paid for.
Such required announcements are waived with respect to
the broadcast of /. "want ad" or classified advertisements sponsored by individuals. and ]. any other cases
in which the Commission determines that the public
interest. convenience or necessity does 1101 require the
broadcast of such announcement.
Examples of the former are quite familiar and need no
further illustration. A recent example of the latter
J waiver
of sponsorship. identification
requirement in__.. volved announcements advertising and promoting an independent organization supported by the federal government and industry designed to provide job training for
disadvantaged youth. A major oil company bore production expenses of the announcement
but was 110/
identified in the finished announcement.
Having determined that the public interest did not require a sponsorship announcement
waiver. the Commission granted a
waiver.3 Although sponsorship announcements may be
omitted, the licensee is required to maintain a list showing the name. address. and telephone number of each
sponsor. This list is to be attached to the daily program
log and must be made available to any public citizen
having a legitimate interest in obtaining information
contained in the list.
Political or Controversial

Issue Programs

An announcement
that program matter is furnished
without charge or at 3 nominal charge as an inducement
to the broadcast of the program is required for all
political and controversial issue discussion programs. As
uch. this is an "exception to the exception to the
general rule." i.e .. political programming provided even
free of charge must include a sponsorship announcement. The purpose of this rule is to insure that tite
listening or viewing public is kept aware of who or what
organization or interest group is promoting the particular political or controversial issue viewpoint being
espoused in the broadcast. The public is thus assured
that they will not be subtly or unconsciously influenced
by the sponsoring organization's or interest group's position on a particular issue.
Sanctions

For violating these Commission Rules. a broad range
of sanctions may be imposed. including/. Commission
continued

on page 21
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DUCH!

A couple of well aimed bricks. A
helicopter crash. Immersion in flood
waters ...
Caught up in the turbulence of
news events as they happen, any
camera - no matter how rugged can get damaged. We ought to know.
Our rugged CP-16 TV-news/documentary cameras have seen plenty of action
around the world. And, of course. they
do get damaged.
That's why we have established-

throughout
the worlda network
of
authorized
dealer service centers. well
stocked with critical replacement parts.and
staffed with factory trained technicians.
So that you can quickly get your "injured"
CP-16 or CP-16/A camera to the nearest
service center. in the USA or anywhere
else in the world. And be confident that
your camera will be quickly and expertly
repaired and back to you in a short time.
So you can get back to filming the action.
Fast.

WRITE FOR LISTING OF CP-16 AUTHORIZED

SERVICE CENTERS.

Technology JnTheService Of Creativity
2044 Cotner
Avenue,
Los Angeles,
California
90025
Telephone: (213) 478-0711 • Telex: 69-1339 •Cable: Cinedevco
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Other Important Details

The new Bell & Howell Model 562
Optical/Magnetic
Flimchain projector
rs delivered
complete
with a base
which contains the pro¡ector controls
and height ad¡ustment to align the pro¡ector with TV camera or multiplexer.
The pro¡ector
is very much like the
reliable
500 series design manual
thread 16mm pro¡ector which rs widely
used in industry and education.
The Model 562 utilizes
a synchronous
motor. chain-driven
film
transport system including
an automatic loop restorer to assist in provro i ng picture and sound into the
camera for transmission
over closed
circuit or antenna-signal
distribution.
The pedestal
includes
facility
for
easily installing remote operation from
a control panel.

Projector
reel arms are gear
driven. which provides quiet, reliable
operation
and constant
take-up
torque. The "Stellite,"
3-tooth shuttle
and ground and polished
aperture
plate, provides careful film handling
in the projector transport system.
Self-lubricated
bearings
and
other fine engineering details provide
long life. The 500 series product design is well known to the hundreds of
Bell & Howell service stations across
the country, providing a ready facility
to service any projector when maintenance or repair is required.

A Final Thought
The instruction books and service manuals provide the details necessary for installation,
both electrical
and mechanical,
as well as remote
control. Contact Bell & Howell, Chicago, for technical literature and the
name of the local sources who will
help you select the best combination
of lens, lamp and equipment to project
16mm films for TV program distribution or local display.

Other Features You'll Like
Optical or magnetic sound play
back Choose from a wide variety of
standard
lamps and Bell & Howell
lenses to obtain the optimum lumen
input to the camera. A special torque
release lever is provided when using
reels with small hubs.

AUDIO VISUAL PROOUCTS DIVISIOO
7100McCormick Road. CtHcago. llhno1s 60645

a

BELL E. HOWELL

We simplify things. Life is complicated

.,_,gh.
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FCC Rules & Regs
demand for letter of explanation.
2. license revocation
proceedings, 3. fines. and/or imprisonment.
The Communications
Act provides that a stul iou employee or program production
employee's
failure to disclose payments of the type described above. is subject to
a fine of not more than $10.000 or imprisonment
of not
more than one year. or both. for each violation. Nu.merous fines have been imposed by the Commission.

!Conclusion
Commission
attention
has again been drawn to the
issue of payola and plugola violations by broadcasters.
Commission rules regarding announcement
of sponsored
programs,
announcement
requirements
of political or
controversial
issue programs. and exceptions
to the anr» nouncement
rule have been reviewed and accompanied
• Jll by illustrative
examples.
In summary, the broadcaster
must exercise reasonable
diligence to conform to the Commission's
sponsorship
announcement
rules. Reasonable
diligence includes affirmative licensee efforts to determine whether or not
program production
personnel or station employees have
accepted
payments
for inclusion
of material
in
programming.
Broadcasters
should exercise a high degree of care in
avoiding payola and plugola violations and should not
1:1 hesitate
to consult with their communications
counsel
should questions arise.
BM/E

rnl

"The Commuuications Act of I via . 47 U.S.C. ~317 (~)(!).
'Regula/ions. ~ 7 3. I J 9(a).
11· 'National Broadcasting Co.. Inc. 24 RR2d 130 ( 1972).
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i-eque11ev1eom1te1· have

these eanu~s·?

ere's the first 512 MHz Frequency Counter designed spe1fically for communications people .. _ Systron-Donner's
lodel 6252. It's the only counter offering all these features:
elay input protection. Indicator light and reset button.
letered input. Visually indicates high/low signal strength.
lone measurement. Example: measure 1020.001 Hz in 1
second.
.ccuracy. Stabilities to 5 parts in 10'0•
uilt-in battery. An exclusive 6252 option. Take your
counter anywhere.
CC. Meets or exceeds FCC requirements.
di of these features, plus more, for $1,095. For immediate
letails, call us collect on our Quick Reaction line: (415) 682471. Or you may contact your Scientific Devices office or
iystron-Donner at 10 Systron Drive, Concord, CA 94518.

';vsTRON

142 Central Avenue,
Clark, New Jersey - 07066
U.S.A.
142 Central Avenue
Clark. N.J. 07066
(201) 381-5955
Telex: 138245
CANADA
1240 Ellesmere Rd.
Scarborough. Ont.
MIP 2X4
(416) 291-7921
Telex: 02-29803

U.S.A. DISTRIBUTORS
Telemation Inc.
P.O. Box 15068
Salt Lake City
Utah 84119

DONNER
:.

. - ....

.

.

.

.

ENGLAND
Pinewood Studios
Pinewood Rd..
Iver. Bucks,
SLO ONH
Telex: 847505
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t23 practical reasons for owning the RCA Cart Machine.
1. The TCR-100 can make your station
break> totally automatic.
2. Savings of up to $33,000 a year in headwheel, tape and manpower costs have been
reported.
3. The TCR-100 records and plays commercials.
4. It records and plays psa's.
5. It duplicates cartridges.
6. It records and plays promos.
7. It records and plays news segments.
8. It can be used as a production machine.
9. It can record simple commercials
directly
from studio.
10. It records and plays openings and
closings.
11. Use it to assemble programs.
12. You can dub film spots onto cartridges.
13. How do you make a movie review more
useful? Dub it to cartridge.
14. With the Cart, when you need a news
"filler". you've got it.
15. The Cart Machine makes it easy to
"localize" national commercials.
16. Directly record weather reports for later
use.
17. It records and plays station editorials.
18. Use it to integrate live. film and slide
material with audio for spots or programs.
19. Use it to make multiple dubs to reel
machines.
20. Dealer tags. Make them once and dub
onto carts where needed.
21. Some stations use it to dub tapes in
quantity for clients.
22. Alf econ II headwheels last as much as 3
times longer than previous materials.
23. TCR-100 design is based on a study of
actual st at ion program logs.
24. Cartridges are easy to handle and store.
25. Ready access allows cart changes up to
within 30 sec. of air time.
26. Carl> available preloaded or reloadable.
27. Tapes recorded on highband VTR> can
he loaded into carts and played on the
TCR-100.
28. Consistent cart quality makes your
station look better on the air.
29. All cartridges in the magazine are
always visible.
30. Carts are factory loaded and cue coded.
31. Preloaded carts come in 1- and 3-min.
lengths.
32. Tape in the cart is always in a rewound
state. ready for replay.
33. Change carts in 3 sec.
34. Some carts have been played over 3,000
times.
35. Consistent color quality from cart to
cart.
36. Cartridge doors protect tape while cart is
out of machine.
37. Cart shelf area is only 21h by 31h in.
38. Carts are labeled so they can be identified in storage as well as in the machine.
39. Carts are keyed to prevent incorrect
insertion.
40. Six carts can be stored in the same space
required by two 6-in. tape reels.
41. Cartridges are respoolable.
42. The tape in preloaded carts is the best
avaif able.
43. The TCR-100 is designed for simplicity,
not complexity.
44. Power consumption
is low.

45. One to 21 dubs in one load.
46. Can do the work of 3 or more reel-to-reel
machines at the break.
47. It eliminates the need for spot reels.
48. It programs 1 lo 9 sequences with 1 to 8
even ts in each.
49. It's easily interfaced with a computer.
50. Operating controls are divided into 3
convenient functional groups.
51. To correct a premature start, just press
the "Play Recue" button.
52. The TCR-100 has automatic A-to-B dub.
53. The Cart Machine follows the program
log. No need for a bin log or sequence log.
54. Cue tones are audible.
55. "Last Event" warning on remote-control
panel tells operator when final cart is
playing.
56. Can be teamed up with our newly
announced TCP-1624 Cartridge Film
Projector.
57. The entire break is prelimed via cues. so
cuts are clean and consistent.
58. To record. there are only 7 steps. Competition requires more.
59. Setup is easy with RCA Color Reference
Cart.
60. Once reference is set. all tapes are
recorded and played to the same standard.
61. Automatic threading. cueing. rewinding.
62. Tt can time-share the electronics of reelto-reel TR-60s and TR-70Cs.
63. Traffic departments
like it because it
simplifies scheduling as well as logging and
verification.
64. Machine can preview cart sequence to
make sure they're in correct order.
65. Preview the entire cart sequence at the
touch of a button.
66. After preview. one button recues the
break.
67. Tt interfaces with and cues other VTR>
and film equipment.
68. The TCR-100 switches video automatically.
69. To dub a cart. push only 4 buttons. No
shuffling or cueing.
70. Makes possible all-tape station break.
71. Tape is protected from crimping and
tearing.
72. You get dependable tape handling. No
vacuum used.
73. There's no need for repeated color-bar
checks throughout the broadcast day.
74. You use less tape because color-bar
leaders. clapboards are unnecessary.
75. To program. just place earls in magazine.
dial the number onto sequence register.
76. Smooth cartridge operation minimizes
dead air time.
77. Tapes stay untouched by human hands.
78. With lhe Cart Machine, stations are able
to get into more local production.
79. Machine setup lakes only 10 to 15 minutes at start of broadcast day.
80. One man can control the entire station
break.
81. It's easy lo substitute a paying spot for
a nonpaying one at the last minute.
82. Drastically cut headwheel cleaning time.
Do it once at the beginning of the clay.
83. If you receive just one film spot to run
on a heavy schedule. the Cart solves the
problem.
84. The Carl simplifies adding several different dealer lags lo the same commercial.

85. Headwheels are interchangeable
with
those of TR-60s, TR-61s and TR- 70Cs.
86. When time-shared with a TR-60, TR-61
or TR-70C. the reel-to-reel machine has separate video output for loading and cueing.
87. Cart dubs can be edited during dubbing.
88. The TCR-100 can be slaved to RCA
TR-60s or TR-70Cs you already own.
89. An automatic actor's tally operates
during recording.
90. It's the lowest-priced 2" quad cartridge
VTR.
91. It frees up reel machines for production.
92. Its Signal Processing Unit contains
picture and waveform monitors, monitor
switching systems.
93. External Source Preroll Control for
clubbing and recording.
94. There's a more relaxed atmosphere in lhe
tape room at station-break
lime.
95. The TCR-100 includes its own processing
amplifier.
96. There are only 35 control panel buttons
compared to a competitor's
60.
97. Lighted status displays on TCR-100 indicate function being performed.
98. Optional remote-control
panel also has
status lam rs for operator assistance.
99. Reference tape is supplied with machine.
100. Time sharing with TR-60. TR-61 or
TR-70C provides cue-actuated
preroll and
audio-Iollow with TCR-100.
101. Rear-side video erase protects tape.
102. Available in 525/60 or 625¡50 standards.
103. Rear-side handling during threading and
playing prevent.' scratching.
104. Requires less floor space than the
competition.
105. The signal processor includes a color
dropout compensator
(CDOCJ.
106. And a chroma amplitude and velocity
error corrector <CAVECl.
107. Record-lockout
control prevents loss of
recorded material.
108. Only 2 tape contacts-cone video. one
audio head-means
less tape wear.
109. All controls are at eye level.
110. Stations tell us that the TCR-100 frees
manpower for other duties.
111. Make-goods are drastically reduced.
112. Optional remote-control
panel fits into
only 7 inches of rack or console space.
113. Optional Electronic Programming
Identification
System ( EPIS) displays an
identification
of the earl being played.
114. There's a splicer-editor
option for quickly adding last-rninute information lo carts.
115. Editor performs both video-only and
audio-only edits.
116. Record Current Optimizer is standard.
117. Control track phase can be optimized
automatically
with an accessory.
118. Recording on both decks is available
optionally. Most stations don't need it.
119. More than 4 million commercial plays
to date.
120. Tl's the most experienced machine of
its kind.
121. One of the best things about it is figuring out what to do with the money you save.
122. The service backup available is second
to none.
123. And according to one user, "It makes
such nice noises."
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t23 reassuring reasons for owning the RCA Cart Machine.

1. One TCR-100 delivered to WBAY-TV.
Green Bay. Wisc.
2. One TCR-100 delivered to WUTV,
Buffalo, N.Y.
3. One TCR-100 delivered to KSLA-TV,
Shreveport. La.
4. One TCR-100 delivered to WWL-TV,
New Orleans, La.
5. One TCR-100 delivered to WBAL-TV,
Baltimore. Md.
6. One TCR-100 delivered to WJAR-TV.
Providence, R. I.
7. One TCR-100 delivered to WBRE-TV,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
8. One TCR-100 delivered to WAFB-TV.
Baton Rouge, La.
9. Five TCR-lOOs delivered to NBC
Network, N.Y.C.
10. One TCR-100 delivered to WDCA-TV,
Washington, D. C.
11. One TCR-100 delivered to KI RO-TV,
Seattle, Wash.
12. One TCR-100 delivered to WSAV-TV,
Savannah, Ga.
13. One TCR-100 delivered to KNTV,
San Jose, Cal.
14. One TCR-100 delivered to KPLR-TV,
St. Louis, Mo.
15. One TCR-100 delivered to KHQ-TV,
Spokane, Wash.
16. One TCR-100 delivered to KTSM-TV,
El Paso, Tex.
17. One TCR-100 delivered to WAPA-TV,
San Juan, P. R.
18. One TCR-100 delivered to WISN-TV,
Milwaukee, Wisc.
19. One TCR-100 delivered to WFMY-TV,
Greensboro, N.C.
20. One TCR-100 delivered to WTVC,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
21. One TCR-100 delivered to WSB-TV,
Atlanta, Ga.
22. One TCR-100 delivered to WT AF-TV,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
23. One TCR-100 delivered to WT AE-TV,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
24. One TCR-100 delivered to WPTV,
W. Palm Beach, Fla.
25. One TCR-100 delivered to WGR-TV,
Buffalo, N.Y.
26. Two TCR-lOOs delivered to WBNS-TV,
Columbus, Ohio
27. Two TCR-lOOs delivered to WECT-TV.
Wilmington, N. C.
28. One TCR-100 delivered to WKBW-TV,
Buffalo, N.Y.
29. One TCR-100 delivered to WGN-TV,
Chicago, Ill.
30. One TCR-100 delivered to CHAN-TV,
Vancouver. B. C., Can.
31. One TCR-100 delivered to WDAY-TV,
Fargo, N. D.
32. Three TCR-lOOs delivered to NBC
Network. Burbank. Cal.
33. One TCR-100 delivered to WRAL-TV,
Raleigh, N. C.
34. One TCR-100 delivered to WNCT-TV,
Greenville, N. C.
I 35. One TCR-100 delivered to WKRC-TV,
Cincinnati, Ohio
36. One TCR-100 delivered to WTVN,
Columbus, Ohio
37. One TCR-100 delivered to WBRC-TV,
Birmingham, Ala.
38. One TCR-100 delivered to WDAF-TV,
Kansas City, Mo.
39. One TCR-100 delivered to KVRL-TV,
' Houston, Tex.
40. Two TCR-lOOs delivered to WRC-TV,
Washington, D. C.
41. One TCR-100 delivered to KSD-TV,
St. Louis, Mo.
42. Two TCR-lOOs delivered to WKYC-TV,
Cleveland, Ohio

43. One TCH-100 delivcn-d to l{W'l'V,
Ok lnhornn City, Okin.
44. Two TCll- IOOsclelivl'r<'cl to I<I'H< :-TV,
Houston, Tex.
45. One TCH-100 dct ivcrr-d to KTllS-'J'V,
Shreveport. I .n.
46. One TCH-100 do livercd to l<AHI> TV,
Wir-h it n, Knn.
47. One TCR-100 delivered to WMAl.-TV,
Washington. D. C.
48. Two TCR-IOOs de livcrod to KSTl'-'l'V,
St. Paul, Minn.
49. One TCH-100 delivered to Wl·:AT-TV,
W. Pnlrn Hench. Fin.
50. One TCH-100 delivered to K PTV.
l'ortland. Ore.
51. One TCH-100 delivered to WI< HC-TV.
Mobile. Ala.
52. One TCH-100 delivered to WSI 'A-TV,
Spartanburg,
S. C.
53.0neTCH-JOOdelivered
to KWGN-TV,
Denver, Colo.
54. One TCH-100 delivered lo J<Cl·:N-TV,
Temple, Tex.
55. Two TCH-lOOs delivered to K HON-TV,
San Francisco, Cal.
56. One TCR-100 delivered to WSOC-TV,
Charlotte, N. C.
57. Two TCR-lOOs delivered to KOil-TV,
Albuquerque. N. M.
58. One TCR-100 delivered to WBTV,
Charlotte, N. C.
59. One TCH-100 delivered to KOMO-TV,
Seattle, Wash.
60. One TCH-100 delivered to KATU-TV,
Portland. Ore.
61. Two TCH-lOOs delivered to WllA l'-TV,
Fort Worth. Tex.
62. One TCR-100 delivered to KTRK-TV,
Houston. Tex.
63. One TCH-100 delivered lo KHTV,
Denver. Colo.
64. One TCR-100 delivered to KOCO-TV,
Oklahoma City. Okla.
65. One TCH-100 delivered lo WUAl3-TV,
Cleveland. Ohio
66. One TCR-100 delivered to KTVW,
Tacoma. Wash.
67. One TCR-100 delivered to WTOP-TV,
Washington. D. C.
68. One TCH-100 delivered to KNOE-TV,
Monroe, La.
69. One TCH-100 delivered to WTNH-TV,
New Haven, Conn.
70. One TCR-100 delivered to CFTO-TV,
Toronto. Ontario. Can.
71. One TCR-100 delivered to KFSN-TV,
Fresno, Cal.
72. One TCH-100 delivered to WATE-TV,
Knoxville. Tenn.
73. One TCR-100 delivered to KMGH-TV,
Denver, Colo.
74. Two TCH-lOOs delivered to WMAQ-TV,
Chicago. Ill.
75. One TCH-100 delivered to KOVH-TV,
Stockton. Cal.
76. One TCR-100 delivered to K YTV,
Springfield, Mo.
77. One TCH-100 delivered lo CFHN-TV,
Edmonton. Alberta, Can.
78. One TCH-100 delivered lo WVUE-TV,
New Orleans, La.
79. One TCH-100 delivered to WTVD,
Durham, N. C.
80. One TCR-100 delivered to KCAU-TV,
Sioux City. Iowa
81. One TCR-100 delivered to WRTV,
Indianapolis, Ind.
82. One TCR-100 delivered to WTMJ-TV,
Milwaukee, Wisc.
83. One TCR-100 delivered to WDBJ-TV,
Roanoke, Va.
84. One TCR-100 delivered to WMC-TV,
Memphis, Tenn.

85. On" TCH-100 delivered lo WCPO-TV,
( 'i nr-i n nnt i, Oh io
86. 01w TCH-100 d<'livcrc·d lo WX YZ-'fV,
I>•·trnit, Midi.
87. Two TCH- IOOsdc live rcd lo W AHC-TV,
N.Y.C.
88. Ont· T<:H IOCJ dr·Iivcrr-rl lo W l•:WS-'l'V,
( 'lt·V<·l"nd. ( Jh io
89. 01w T< 'H-100 dl"liVl'r<'d lo WIJOC-TV,
S:dishurv, Md.
90. Orn- T('l{-100 dcl ivc-rud to KVUJ·:-TV,
/\u-.;I in, 'Tr-x

91. Onl' TC 'H-100 rlclivc rcr l lo K HIS-TV,
Corj iu-, ( "h r ixt i, Tex.
92. One TCH-100 delivered lo WLS-TV,
!'hi,·:11.:0.Ill.
93. OnC' TC:H-100 clclivcrcd lo W.JAC-TV,
.l oh nst own , 11;1.

94. One TCH-100 delivered lo KOAA-TV,
l'uehlo, Colo.
95. One TCH-100 delivered lo KT EN-TV,
Ada, Okla.
96. One TCH-100 clcliverecl lo WTEV-TV,
New Bedford, Mass.
97. One TCH-100 delivered to WZZM-TV,
Crnnd Hapid,, Mich.
98. One TCH-JOO delivered to WJRT-TV,
Flint. Mi •.h.
99. One TCH-100 delivered to WM AH-TV,
Ha lí irnorr-, Md.
100. Two TCH- IOOsdelivered to WTOG-TV,
St. I 'ctcrxhuru, Fla.
101. One TCH-100 delivered to KATC-TV,
Laf avet te, l .a.
102. One TCH-100 delivered to WTLV-TV,
.J acksonvi l!o. Fla.
103. One TCH-100 delivered lo WY AH-TV,
Portsmouth.
Va.
104. One TCR-100 delivered to WMTV,
Madison. Wisc.
105. One TCR-100 delivered to WAVY-TV,
Portsmouth. Va.
106. One TCH-100 delivered to WAPI-TV,
Birmingham.
Alfi.
107. One TCH-100 delivered to WFMJ-TV,
Youngstown. Ohio
108. One TCR-100 delivered to WCSH-TV,
Portland. Me.
109. One TCR-100 delivered to ATV-O,
Melbourne. Australia
110. One TCH-100 delivered to TV-Q,
Brisbane, Austral ia
111. One TCR-100 delivered to BTW,
Bunbury.
Australia
112. One TCl1-100 delivered to YTV,
Yorkshire, England
113. One TCR-100 delivered to LWT,
London. England
114. One TCR-100 delivered to Venevision,
Caracas, Venezuela
115. One TCR-100 delivered to TIMSA,
Mexico Cit v. Mexico
116. Two TCR-lOOs delivered to WKAQ-TV,
San .Juan. P. H.
117. One TCR-100 delivered to WCYB-TV,
Bristol, Va.
118. One TCH-100 delivered to Global
Communications.
Toronto, Can.
119. One TCH-100 delivered to WSBT-TV,
South Bend, Ind.
120. One TCH-100 delivered to KOTA-TV,
Rapid City. S. D.
121. One TCR-100 delivered to KELO-TV,
Sioux Falls, S. D.
122. One TCR-100 delivered to WBBH-TV,
Ft. Myers, Fla.
123. One TCR-100 delivered to WPVI-TV,
Philadelphia,
Pa.

nen

For further information, see your RCA representative. Or write RCA Broadcast Systems, Bldg. 2-5, Camden, N.J. 08102.
Circle 160 on Reader Service Card
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Remodeling a Studio For
Comfort and Convenience

By Arthur A. Avery

WGN rebuilt a "talk and disc" studio for top operating efficiency, as
well as comfort for guests and operators.
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View over enqineets shoulder tn control room includes
d1sc-playmg posiuon. at nqbt, and interview table, with
gooseneck mikes for each position. in left background.
Random-select control panel, at enqineer's right in control room,
allows him to inject into the program recorded material from any
cart on a three-part machine holding up to 165 carts.

, WGN. Chicago.
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Interior view in studio shows
announcer position. foreground, disc
position. right mid-distance. and table
with mikes for talk shows. left
background.

Floor plan of new WGN studio for talk
shows and disc programs shows
relation of facilities for the various
shows. with comfortable seating for
guests and observers beyond "talk
table .:

,:-

ELECTRAC

DRAPERY

•I

~~.J[)
anouncers, talent, and guests. The decor includes earl eted floors, living green plants, and adjustable lighting
J suit the needs of the operation in progress.
As previously mentioned, the primary uses of this
:udio were to serve announcers, the air playing of disc
·anscriptions, a daily telephone talk show including
our performing guests and, at times, small live musical
roups. With this considerable number of persons in the
tudio at one time, it was anticipated that sounds which
hould not be reproduced would be created by talent
nd guests.
To help in keeping these sounds off the air, cardioid
nicrophones are used for all positions. You will note
hat mikes are placed so that each user works six to eight
nches from his assigned microphone. Each operating
iosition and each microphone is placed so as to take
.dvantage of the cardioid pattern, thus assisting in the
.ontrol of unwanted noise and reducing the effect of
'oorn acoustics. The circle arrangement lends itself adnirably to this placement of personnel and microohones.

The studio walls are constructed

to provide a slight

liveliness, which enhances good communication within
the studio. But, since we work close to the microphones.
the acoustics of the studio have a minimum effect on
our end-product. Our walls, ceiling, and floor treatment
provide comfort and appeal. more than acoustic cont rol.
However, we can liven the studio, if desired, by opening the drapes which extend over one end. This is rarely
required. The strength of external building sounds and
vibrations which enter the studio are successfully controlled by the dual wall construction and other insulating techniques. For example. the studio entrance to the
corridor is by way of a double set of doors and a sound
lock. Altogether, our new studio provides a comfortable,
pleasing environment for all to work in. The floor plan
locates all furniture, equipment. and operating positions.
Electronic facilities used in the studio will now be
described. In the control room are two manually operated cartridge machines, which may be utilized by the
audio operation engineer for news cartridges and as a
backup for the remote-controlled
cartridge playback
system. A cartridge-delay machine, used as a backup for
the reel delay required for telephone participation
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shows. is also in the studio control room. A reel tape
machine used to record the studio output or play a tape
through the studio's facilities is located near the studio
opera tor.
The audio control console shown is a custom unit
which was modified by the station engineering staff to
accept the additional
input studio facilities: it provides
two channels. One channel is used for on-air. and the
other for tapedelay
prograrnrning,
or auditioning
of
selected facilities.
As will be noted in the studio floor plan, there are
seven microphone
positions in the studio. Each appears
on :.t separate mixer in the audio console A 12-key

selector is available to permit the mixing of remote
facilities into studio programming. Three record playback turntables mav be mixed through two console
mixers. A telephone system is available which gives production personnel the ability to pre-screen telephone
culls before use on ielephone-pan icipation shows. The
output of this system is feel to a console mixer. Talkback services for the audio engineer arid control room
producer provide communication to the studio. supplementing the local battery telephone services.
A randomselect
cartridge machine. located in our

Studio in use. with announcer in front. disc jockey in middle ground,
interview group at table in background.
Control panel in front of each
announcer allows him to set
volume in headset. actuate
buzzer in control room. institute
talkback to control room. edit
the tape delay '"safety." select
turntables for cue.

Closeup of announce position,
showing local battery phones.
as well as regular phone and
plug-in cuemg headset.

master control room and remotely controlled from th
studio control room. has three parts. Each part may be
loaded with 55 cartridges, and any unit of the three may,
be run, one following another in random order. Thus, a
total of 165 cartridges can be loaded and played withour
reloading. At WGN, most commercial and public-service.
announcernen ts are aired through this machine to guar- ·
antee a consistent high quality of presentation on the
air.
As we turn to the studio. we find there are three
announce positions. each equipped with a control panel,
a microphone. a local battery telephone. telco phone
instruments and headsets. Each control panel permits
the announcer. through the use of push-button switches
and gain controls. to cont rol volume to his headset
actuate buzzer in the control room. originate talkback to:
the control room. edit a tape delay show to eliminate
undesired com men ts from the air and select turntable i
output for cue purposes. Indicator lamps on the unit 1
show studio on air. desire of control room to gain 1
announcer's attention. and warning to announcer to give,
station identification call letters. Each announcer's position is served by a convenient-to-view clock controlled 1
by the station's master clock system.
You will note that the studio floor plan provides a
position for a transcription operator with three record
playback turntables. This operator is provided headphones for cueing and a desk area for paper work. A
local battery phone provides communication to the control room from the transcription operator.
Our hexagon table serves a telephone talk show host
and up to five guests. The host is equipped with an
announcers
control panel and a telephone switching
panel. All performers at this table are provided with
headphones to hear outside telephone callers. Our talk
shows are often of two hours' duration. Guests and
moderator require space for texts, fact sheets. and reference documents. and these needs are served through the
use of the hexagon table. Microphones, one for each
guest. are adjusted before each show. Persons performing
on a typical two-hour show respond to the many questions from the telephone caller on the "Extension 720"
program. You may note that participants are provided
with comfortable chairs. which are a must for the success of a continuous two-hour performance.
Often performers bring other guests to our studio.
These guests are accommodated in the seating area partially circling the hexagon table. Headphones are pro- (
vided so that they may hear the outside telephone
callers.
Cabinets and closets are available for cable storage and J
the other sundry items which are occasionally used in
the studio.
Practically all wiring is concealed. To facilitate fast
emergency replacement of defective equipment, a wiring
interface cabinet is located in the studio. This wiring
cabinet is the interface between electronic equipment in
the studio and the control room.
Our new studio is effectively serving WGN's audience.
We believe the key to its success is its convenience for all
who work within its pleasant environment. This was the
assignment our management gave us in the remodeling of
the studio. and it was carried out by station personnel
and the outside contractors who worked together on the
job. We at WGN wish you well as you proceed to build
and use your new radio studio.
BM/E
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It's a singular microphone, the E-V 635A. Used by engineers around the
world. On TV, film, radio, in recording studios, and on stage. Chosen because it unfailingly delivers great sound with no fuss. If often seems that
the tougher the problem, the better the 635A performs ... and outperforms
the competition.
In fact, for many it is the standard by which all others
are judged.
But even when things go wrong (as they sometimes do) E-V has the advantage. For instance, for the first 2 years we'll put your 635A (or any other
E-V Professional microphone) back in operation fast, for only the cost of
one-way postage. Even if you dropped it, or dunked it, or ran over the mi-

crophone with your remote truck!
It's a remarkable warranty because we build remarkable products. Designed to serve, and to solve your sound problems day after day. Your
E-V sound headquarters is ready to help you select the E-V Professional
microphones that exactly fit your needs. Or write us for the latest information on E-V professional sound products. Today.

aGulton
COMPANY
ELECTRO-VOICE.
INC Qept 1231EM 614 Cegjl St
www.americanradiohistory.com
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WHA Radio and Television·
Envy of Many
The impressive studios and equipment of WHA Radio and
WHA-TV-part of the University of Wisconsin Extension
Telecommunications Center-are helping the electronic media serve
both students and the public at large, on and off campus.

·--··
......•
'

••••••••

Ground floor entrance to VIiasCommurucenon Hall. home of WHA
Radio and TV.

Set used in Studio A.

WHA traces its beginnings to a University of Wisconsin
physic lab workbench.
That was in the pioneer days of
1917. In 1919 it began scheduled broadcasts licensed as
an experimental
station 9XM. These dates permit WHA
(call letters acquired in I 922) to lay claim to being the
"oldest station in the nation." Today WHA Radio. with
its eight studios. is located in the Vilas Communication
Hall. as modern a telecommunications
facility as one can
find anywhere. Only two of these studios serve a campus
radio station. WHA is really a University Radio Center.
This center prod u ces programs for broadcast over Uni·
versity stations and other educational
and commercial
stations within the state and. through nationwide
inter·
connected
networks.
serves other educational
radio stations. It is :i major central production
facility for all
types of educational
audio for use by the University. by
other educational
institutions
in the state and across the
country. and by special professional groups. ad ult education projects. and families in their homes.
WHA-TV. Channel 2 I. became the fourth non-commercial TV station in the U.S. when it went on them in
J 95-L
Back then it put out I 1.900 watts (ERP) from a
transmitter
and was culled the University of Wisconsin
Television Labora tory. Today it has an effective rudiated
power of 754kW emanating
from a I 250 foot tower.
Service area ranges from 40 to 60 miles. Like WHA
Radio. the TV counterpart
is part of a state network
(Wisconsin Educational
Television Network) and its programs reach now (or soon will) the entire state. Its
equipment
and studios dominate
three floors of Vila
Communication
Hall. Its administrative
offices are locared on the seventh floor. which also contains the
offices and studios of WHA Radio. The master control
complex on the third floor is as impressive a nerve center
as you can find anywhere. So is Studio A. with its floor
are a of 6000 square feet. and ceiling height of 24 feet.
Many ;,i commercial
station would be very envious of
the WHA Radio and WHA-TV facilities. but. lest the
reader surmise from a quick look at the floor plans on
these pages that all area is devoted to over-the-air broad·
casting, we hasten to add that Vilas Communication
Hall
serves others too. It is the home of the Madison Campus
Department
of Communications
Arts and School of
Journalism
and Mass Communications.
Actually. WHA
Radio and WHA-TV are a part of the University of
Wisconsin Extension Telecommunications
Center Facil·
ities and therefore are used for teaching. research, and
public service as well as broadcasting.
Two of the four TV studios. for example. are operated
by the Department
of Communications
Art for teaching
television product ion.
DECEMBER,
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A. Seventh floor includes WHA Radio
studios and control rooms. Both radio and
television offices are on this floor.
B. Tturd floor houses the television master
control complex which serves WHA·TV and
University of Wisconsin Extension
Telecommunications Center. Several
studios are for teaching.
C Ma¡or studios are located on the second
floor Studio A is approximately 6000 square
feet. and has a ceiling height of 24 feet.
O First floor includes film preview room, film
editing room and photography lab
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The building also includes a thrust theater, an open·
stage theater. and a Parliamentary Room, all having
broadcast capabilities. A pedestrian bridge across University Avenue. which connects the Vilas Communication
Hall with the Humanities Building, includes audio/video
cables which add the Humanities Building performance
halls and the Elvehjem Art Center as additional broadcasi-capable locations.
Radio production facilities

Production

switcher in Studio A.
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Lighting control in Studio A.

WHA Radio production facilities include eight custom
designed studios. These range from mini talk studios to
the nearly 2000 square feet of Studio One.
Master Control. which feeds the state FM network and
operations of an AM transmitter when it is in simulcast,
incorporates a l ó-input. six-output McCurdy Custom
Audio Console. SS-5200 Series. Master controls include
six Ampex AG-440 recorders. three ITC cartridge play-,
back-only tape recorders. and two EMT turntables. The
monitor system is made up of two Crown D-150 stereo
power amplifiers feeding four Sentry I speakers. There
arc two channels for programming and two channels for1
auditioning Three studios are available to Master Control. two of which are talk studios and a third is large
enough for panel discussions.
The talk st udios have AKG C 12 condenser mikes.
Their pat tern can be changed from the control room.
There is also J back-up second mike line. The large '
studio has a six-mike capability from the control room,
and a second mike line is available.
The production control center for Studio One is called
Control One and includes 3 24-input and eight-output
audio console custom-built by Audio Designs. Control
One also contains one MM- I000 Ampex eight-track recorder. two AG-440B record/play two-track. and two
mono recorders. plus one G-440B four-track Ampex.
Two stereo AKG-BZ20E reverb units are included.
Another McCurdy SS-5200 audio production console »
with 12 inputs and four outputs is found in the record·
ing service production area. This studio includes one

Audio control console in Studio A.

General view of Studio A
audio-video control room.
Audio console is to the right.
Through the window is the
lighting control room.
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Camera control units and video processing
control.

section in master

Master control console tor WHA-TV

Master control console controlling
Educational Communications Board
programs.

/

/

I

I

Fairchild reverbatron, two EMT turntables, and three
Ampex AG-440 record/play tape recorders as well as a
' monitoring system.
The recording service console has access to two studios, one equipped with eight microphones and the
other with four. The recording line feed area consists of
the audio console, which is an Altee 250-T3, with 12
input channels and three output channels. There are
stations for five tape recorders. In the duplicating area
there is a Pentagon C-1400 reel-to-reel cassette recorder
and a cassette-to-cassette duplicator capable of duplicating four at a time is found in the duplicating area. There
is also an Ampex AD-15, reel-to-reel, duplicator capable
of three at a time, and an Ampex CD-2000 cassette-tocassette high-speed duplicator.
WHA also boasts an unusual electrosonic studio for

l
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experimentation
and special effects. It contains an
Audio Designers console, one MM-I I00 Ampex 16-track
recorder, a Scully reel-to-reel two-track and a Scully
reel-to-reel mono recorder. Key to this room is a Moog
Synthesizer.
When not simulcasting. WHA has a separare AM control room. It uses a McCurdy SS-4396 dual channel
audio console with 12 inputs and two outputs. Input
devices include three Ampex recorders. two ITC cartridge recorders, and two EMT turntables. The WHA
Radio operation includes some portable equipment
which is used in-house.
Television production facilities

WHA-TV began its life in the basement of Chemical
Engineering. It still has two studios at its command in a
31
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campus building. but most of the action takes place at
Vilas Communication
Hall. Studio A offers 6000 square
feet of usable space. and Studio C. 1850 square feet.
WHA-TV has six RCA TK-44Bs and two TK-630s. It
also has access to four TK-630s and three TK-60s which
are part of the UW Department
of Communication
Arts
complement.
WHA-TV's TK-630s are standard cameras.
and the TK-44B chains include four l OX l lenses and
two I SX I lenses. The latter also include chroma comp
for tech matching.
Six cameras may operate in Studio A
and four in Studio C.
Telecine
islands include two RCA TK-28s and one
TK-27. ( UW Department
of Communication
Arts has a
TK-61 OA and one TK-22 for black-and-white.)
The
videotape
recording
complement
includes:
three RCA
TR-70Cs.
one TR-70A.
one TR-60.
and one RCA
TR-4HB
quad machine.
The Wisconsin
Educational
Communications
Board. which shares Master Control
space
for its network
transmission.
has two RCA
TR-70Cs. All except two are capable of electronic
edit-

ing. There are two Ampex 5800 one-inch helical machines, two Panasonic 3130 one-half inch units, and 12
Sony-Wollensak
three-quarter
inch cassette VTRs.
Master Control switches consist of two CDL Model
830s. one of which has a 17-event pre-set (PTS 120). A
CDL film and VTR delegations
system assigns film
islands, tape machines. pulses, and machine control to all
ludios and two master control
positions.
All audio
mixers are McCurdy,
with the major unit being a custom-built
model 6200. Audio inputs include three ITC
cartridge machines and one RCA reel tape player.
Studio
A Control
is equipped
with a CDL type
VSP-870 which is the major production
switcher and
includes assignable dual effects, chroma key, dual background generators.
auto-transition,
and quad split. There
is a Vidifont titling system and a McCurdy mixer. Within
the studios two Fisher Booms are available-Model
2-100
with 3-100 perambulator.
The major portion of WHA-TV's lighting equipment
was purchased
from Mole-Richardson.
This equipment
package includes 5Ks, 2Ks, nook lights, century stands,
!loor stands. inkies, 3-circuit
12 light and 2 light !loor
eye lights. Top lighting for the eye is done with Century '
and scoops. three color. The lighting control systems
were designed by Kliegl Brothers. Studio A has 90 dimmers and a 5-scene preset board. Studio C has 36 dimmers and a 3-scene preset board. Dimmers are either
7kW or I 2kW. In addition.
Kliegl provided 2K pattern
projectors
and cabling 20 amps and 50 amps in various
I 0-2550 foot; there are also 2 fers and 3 fers.
The scene shop is fully equipped.
All sets and background flats are designed and built in the WHA-TV shop.
Mobile capabilities

WHA Radio control room.

Audio console in WHA Radio studio.
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WHA Radio has no specific mobile unit as yet. but it
does have equipment
used for remote recording. There
are two Ampex AM- I O stereo mixers and three Shure
M-67 monaural
mixers. Three tape recorders are available: a Sony TC-770. an Ampex 602. and a Uhuer stereo
recorder.
WHA-TV's
mobile
unit is used primarily
for oncampus courses and instruction.
The unit is a redesigned
version of 3 22-foot motor home housing two RCA
TK-630 cameras with an additional
camera control unit
which will permit the use of a third carnera. In addition
to normal technical equipment
there is an RCA TS-51
production
switcher. Dipole audio mixer, quad and helical VTRs arid J Telestrator
unit.
The cost
Expenditures
for radio and television equipment
in
Vilas Communication
Hall totalled nearly $3 million. An
additional
$700.000
was allocated for upgrading of the
TV transmitter
and tower facilities. The combined operation of the UW-Extension
Telecommunication
Center
cost the UW $1,200,000
for fiscal year 1972-73. As part
of Extension,
both radio and television have the responsibility for partial self-support
which totalled $300,000.
This is achieved through "chargebacks"
for services on a
cost reimbursement
basis. Grant funds in television production
and activities generally match state appropriations and radio matches about 60% of its UW support. In
1969-71,
these gran ts totalled $343,000
for radio and
$ l .2 million
for television;
in 1971- 73, the figures
reached just about a half-million
for radio and a million
dollars for television.
BM/E
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You can see it, you
can hear it anil
•'
····youget 111nevery
a1pieceof equipment
we build.
~1¡Qualit~ performance
;1iandreliability.
1

.
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Collins traditionally has been in a class
)y itself as a supplier of high quality, high
I ierformance, high reliability broadcast
.quipment.
You probably know that.
But if you think you can't afford Collins
equipment, here's something else you should
<now: Collins is competitively priced. We'll

match our prices with competition anytime.
On transmitters. On consoles. On antenna
systems. On programming equipment. On any
equipment you use.
And we haven't sacrificed anything in the
way of quality, performance or reliability. We
back everything we make with a two-year
warranty. Plus 24-hour, on-call service which means you get help if you need it.
AM. FM. Stereo. Broadcast equipment
from Collins. Competitively priced to give you
the best sound on the air.
Contact Collins Radio Company. Broadcast
Division, Dallas, Tex.7 5207 or call 214/235-9511.

olllns Rroad(•as• Et1ulpm(•nl

1
(

~
COLLINS

~
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Gutsy ••VOX •• of New York
Westchester County Gets a:
Proper Home
11

WVOX, nationally admired for its blend of forthrightness and
community service, leaves cellar and office building stands behind for
good.
Some
radiL) stations
are burn into new. properlydcvigncd
plan ts. M:111v adapt or enlarge their planr-, to
match enlarging or ,hirting objective'
and needs.
WVOX. in New Rochelle.
N.Y .. serving the mighty
New York suburban
county of Westchester.
was a ::.ucccssful. highly individual. nurionully-known
radio voice
before it had anything
approaching
:.i plant designed
trorn the ground up. The station grew up in :1 small
block building at the t runsmit te r site. in an office building in downtown New Rochelle. and over :1 rext auran t in
Ihe town.
Lite la-.t summer WVOX gL)f ib own plant. one that
houses it' activities ILl perfection
and makes the vt at ion :1
county
showcase.
The new transmiucr-studio-officc
building¡,
the result of a long and careful search by the
m.magc mcn t for the facilitie'
design that did the mos:
fLH the siurion technically.
administratively.
and in ib
fervent rel.u ion with ih community.
That relatiun,hip
¡,,by intent or the management.
the
cc nt ru] fact of the WVOX operation.
The I Oü-horsepower drive Llf President
William O'Shaughnes-,y.
since
he took over the stution sorne eight vcars ago. hu-. been
to make it the voice or the community in literal truth
:ind in :ts many way, as possible. As it h:.i, worked out.
O'Shaughncssys
de terruination
took the 't:1tiL111 int o a
multit udc of local involvement
and community
service
activities.
int o strung editorial
stands un coru rovcrsiul
¡,,UC>. in to stance us a "soap box" for the mos: diverse
viewpoints
and into an astounding variety of generalinterest program':
• Local and regiunal news. with stringers in every part
ol the count ry ,
• Arlene 1-ranL·¡, in comment:
• Regular commc nt from W:1,hingto11 by Senator James
Bu..:" Icy:
• !\ ltve Wall Street report:
• A regular high ,cJHwl qui; program:
• Cardcning

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

tips:

Albany reports:
l rixl: (uud lt.rlian, German. Pul ish] music:
U.N. reports:
R:tp sessions (and rock music ) for teenagers:
CL"\ic:tl Illusic:
I he -lü-Plus Club (for senior cu i/cns):
Movie review':
Ski 1cporl\:
S1lcL·c1 \L·nrc; l rorn lt:tly and Ireland:
Weekly i c port , lium the County Adnunist rutor :
Lu chmonr Race Weck (a yachting classic l.
Coif t our n.uncn t«:

• A Westchester
Arts program:
• ... and ::.core; more.
The narrow "format .. idea wa' smashed
to hits at
WVOX. and a literally-followed
"vox-populi" idea erected in its place.
The station's willingness to take on unpopular causes
rest ifies most clearly to Ihe breadth or O'Shaughncssy's
concept. Westchester
is a Republican
stronghold
that
Iurnishc« bedrooms
and well-manicured
lawns for hundred, of executives of nutional corporations and for very
highly-paid
professionals in advertising.
etc .. hut it has
ih pockets of poverty. its racial ghcu ocs, and, trom time
tu time. its corruption
in government.
WVOX has
mounted
at tack after a tt ac], on discrirninutiun.
malfeasanee in office. and other ills of the county.
The program
"Open Linc" taps community
feelings
directly by putting telephoned
comments un the air. The
station campaigned
strongly
for CBS\
right to free
speech when the program "The Selling of the Pentagon"
ran into trouble with the Adrninist rution in Washington.
And the station proved its really 'tr:1ight view of free
speech hy defending
:1 local college under heavy attack
beca use uf a sch ed u led le ct u re hy Eld ridge Cleaver. the
black act ivist .
All this. and much. much more. reflects the special
energy
uf O'Shaughne ssy. who wa' called by John
O'Connor.
in the New York Ti"111es. "part urnl xuphisticatc. part gutsy street righter."
O'Sh:.iughnc"y
has
gathered
a high-energy
new' staff who sec eye t1i eye
with him. headed by new; director Steve Oshoi nc. Senator Jacob Javits of New York said: "The at t1Jct rvc and
dedicated
young men at WVOX arc i cu] pros. I've never
heard another station quite :is concerned
about the interests or the people they serve."
O'Shuughnessy
himself writes and deliver- most of the
editorials.
with a rich <ind vigorous style both 111the
writing and the delivery.
How i' this working out at the box office? WVOX is
strongly in the black: it is one or the favored advertising
outlets
in the county.
Billings
arc well above the
SS00.000 line. :1 profit arca for a station of thi' site.
WVOX has. in Iact , become the national prototype
of
the suburban station that succeeds by i11teg1:1ting with
local "gut" issues.
On the technical side. WVOX i' :i combined
AM/l·M
station:
SOO w:111> /\M by dav . and 3 kW FM. d:1) and
night. It; signals cover the county and adjacent sections
uf New York City.
The new building. :1' the illustrations
show. i' :ii ranged
lor efficient operation
of J news-talk-recordings
stuuon
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Exterior of building during
construction with, at right, housing
for mobile news crew, and main
entrance left of center in facade.
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Floor plan of office-studio-transmitter building
for WVOX shows exceptionally "clean"
arrangement with offices at one end of building.
working space in other direction from entrance,
equipment rooms in wing. A public gallery the
length of the studio-work area lets the public see
the station at work. Antenna tower is at end of
transmitter-storage wing.
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Architect's drawings show, top, exterior of building which laces the main street with viewing gallery
skylight along top (entrance driveway is to the right of trees) Lower drawing is elevation including main
entrance (left center), studio windows (center to right end). Architect was David Glasser of the New York
and San Francisco firm of Marquis and Stoller.
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View down the gallery which gives
visitors a look into studios of
station, 11runs from entrance lobby
across work area
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Site plan shows how architect Giesset made the most of cntticutt
lot shape with handsome extersot facing street Parking. entrance.
are away from street side
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Rocky site added to consuucuon effort. but variations in level
were turned to advantage by et ctntect. to give building a
commanding
posiuon
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tor
consistent
colorimetry
Why all the splash about this newest feature
of COHU's Model 1500 Color Film Camera?
Instant Black Paint is the broadcast engineer's
indispensable assurance for consistent video
excellence and that's a resource of quality
worth recommending. When film or source
colorimetry requires refinement, COHU Black
Paint allows the option of fingertip accessibility
to program temporary adjustments. Convenience is the key and preset color balance is
restored for normal operation by only the
touch of a button.
The Model 1500 is already recognized as a
popular standard for reliability and color
fidelity. The addition of Black Paint is COHU's
way of delivering to you the best in broadcast
performance at no increase in price. You
expect more from COHU, and you get it.
For further information, contact your local
COHU Sales Engineer or COHU, Inc.,
Electronics Division, P. O. Box 623, San Diego,
Calif. 92112. Phone 714-277-6700.
TWX 910-335-1244.

COHU I""
ELECTRONICS
BAN DIEGO

C::

DIVISION
CALIFORNIA

Circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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professional recognition for work well done. It's a
chance to show off your station as an innovative
leader. All meritorious material sent in will be
published.

Why we are doing it
The collective ingenuity of station engineering
personnel is a massive technical resource of the
industry which is to a harmful degree unused.
The tremendous reservoir of techniques
accumulated in solving day-to-day problems, in
making needed changes or improvements in
facilities, and in designing new facilities, gets
poor distribution through the industry because
there are few channels for disseminating it.
After years of being unhappy about this lackof
circulation for front-line engineering experience,
BM/E decided that one way to improve matters
would be a contest which would stimulate
engineers to send us their ideas for publication.
In addition to the recognition, we'd give a
significant prize for the idea that readers vote the
best. But our primary objective is not to winnow
out a few "best" ideas. We think publication of a
substantial volume of good ideas is the
important thing, both for the advancement of the
industry and for the satisfaction of justified pride
on the part of their creators.
Subjects can touch on just about every facet
of station technical operation and design. The
following list is suggestive only, to show the
breadth of the acceptable field:

Station

Engineers!

Win a Caribbean cruise! Send us your solutions
to day-to-day or long-range engineering
problems. We will publish them and invite your
colleagues throughout the industry to vote for
the best. Four winners will each get a free Windjammer Cruise for two in the Caribbean! Top
entries in nine categories will each be awarded a
Certificate of Merit.
Station Managers!
Encourage your engineering personnel to enter
our contest! It is a chance for them to get

O A particularly efficient way of using telco
lines for remotes;
O Preventive maintenance of tape recorders,
etc.;
O Simplifying directional antenna
measurements;
o Modifying existing equipment for higher
quality, greater flexibility;
o Simplifying the monitoring operation;
o Giving news announcers the best technical
backup;
O An ideal studio layout for ... ;
O Getting top performance from ... ;
O Automatic switching without a full-blown
automation system;
O Assuring top quality throughout a stereo
audio chain;
O Efficient control unit for remote news pickup
crew;
O Solving the ground loop problem in audio
equipment;
O Protective measures for antennas and
transmission lines;
O Equipment and procedures for maximizing
station security;
o Simplifying proof-of-performance
measurements;
DECEMBER,
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~.'.1), O Practical methods for improving studio

:~·i
lighting;
'·,. O Chasing an elusive noise source;
I

O Smart ways of meeting FCC requirements.
We repeat: This list is simply to start your
~'r thinking; it is not a specification. The actual
E:
range of possibilities could run into many scores
-c-111 of items.
How it works
1 Readers are invited to send us descriptions of
their favorite engineering creations, technical
,. solutions, or clever how-I-solved-it ideas right
now. We will publish all accepted items,
beginning with the January 1974 issue. Each
month readers will rate the published items on a
1 merit scale of O to 1O. Highest ranking items will
be republished in the issue of December 1974
for a final overall vote. Winners will be informed
in February and announced in the March 1975
issue of BM/E.
r

I

Prizes and awards
There will be one winner in each of four
categories: AM (5kW and below); AM (above
5kW); FM; and TV. The prize for each of the
winners will be a six-day Windjammer Cruise in
the Caribbean for two. (See rules for locations
and dates.)
In addition, nine Certificate of Merit awards
will be presented: Audio (four awards)-TV,
FM, AM (Class I or II), AM (Class Ill or IV); RF
(four awards)-same classes as audio; and
Video (one award)-TV. Author of each entry
accepted for publication will receive a $1O
honorarium.

3. Material Accepted for Publication: BM/E editors will
make all decisions regarding acceptability for publication. If
duplicative or similar ideas are received, BM/E editors will
judge which entry or entries to accept. A $1O honorarium
will be paid for each item published.
4. Voting. Every reader of BM/E is entitled to rank the
ideas published. This can be done on the ballot in the
magazine or by letters or cards sent to the BM/E office. A
reader can judge one or all ideas published. Readers must
assign a point score to each idea on a scale of O to 1O: e.g.,
if you think an idea is excellent. score it 1O; if you think it is
without merit. score it O; if you like it but want to
discriminate. pick the appropriate number between 1and 9.
5. Winners. Relative ranking of each month's entries will
be published after 60 days. Top-rated entries for various
categories will be republished in December 1974 for a
second and final round of scoring. Final winners will be
picked in February 1975 and notified by mail. Winners will
be published in the March 1975 issue of BM/E.
6. Prizes and Awards. Four top prizes will be
awarded-each a six-day cruise for two on a Windjammer
in the Caribbean.· Cruise awards will be one each in
categories of TV, FM, AM (Class Iand II), AM (Class Ill and
IV). In addition, highest ranking entries will receive a BM/E
Certificate of Merit award, one each for the following nine
categories: TV, RF; TV, Video; TV, Audio; FM, RF; FM,
Audio; Class I and II Radio, RF; Class Iand II Radio, Audio;
Class Ill and IV Radio, RF; Class Ill and IV Radio, Audio.
"Between months of May to November. choice of cruises:
Bahamas, Virgin Islands, West Indies. Deck Cabin
accommodations. Travel to and from port cities of Miami,
San Juan, or Virgin Islands not included. Authors of
top-ranked items will receive Windjammer Cruise
information in November 1974.

Entry Form for BM/E Great Idea Contest-1974
Mail to: Editors, BM/E
274 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016

Words to the wise: Enter early
Your brainstorm may be a winner, but only if you
tell us promptly. We are sure that many good
ideas have occurred to more than one engineer.
Unfortunately, we will not be able to publish
duplicative material.

Name ___________
Station Call Letters

Rules for BM/E's Great Idea Contest
1. Eligibility: All station personnel are eligible.
Consultants to the industry may enter if the entry indicates
the specific station or stations using the idea or concept.
Manufacturers of equipment or their representatives are
not eligible.
2. How to Enter: Use the Official Entry Form on this page
or simply send BM/E a description of your work. State the
objective or problem and your solution. Include diagrams,
drawings, or glossy photos, as appropriate. Material must
be legible but need not be directly reproducible-although
camera-reproducible material is preferred. Length can
vary, but should not exceed 1000 words. BM/E reserves
the right to edit material. Entry should include: Name, title,
station affiliation, and the class of station-TV, FM, AM
(Class I or II), or AM (Class Ill or IV). Indicate if idea is
completely original with you.

Class of Station: TV__

Title
_

Address
City

_

State

Zip

Licensee

FM

AM (Class I or II)

_

AM (Class Ill or IV)

_

Title of Entry------------------Objective or Problem: (in few words; use separate sheet for
details)
Solution: (use separate sheet)
I assert that, to the best of my knowledge,· the idea submitted is
original with this station; and I hereby give BM/E permission to
publish the material.
Signed

ate

"If you !eel credit for prior work or antecedenls should be given to someone outside of lhe station.
morcare 10 whom and when:
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Enter the Segmented

Scan Helical VTR lor
Broadcast Use
IVC calls it a major breakthrough since its IVC 9000 is claimed to
outperform quadruplex systems in signal quality, price/performance
ratio and cost factor. Will it become a standard?

The IVC 9000 segmented-scan helical broadcast recorder offers
equal or better performance than quadruplex recorders.
Operating cost ts less and once is about one-third less than
similar quad.

,D r =:::::::~·
44 n11IiludMJ 1
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IVC·OOOO PHYSICAL

Why segmented scan?

11Hklll
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l____

Its been known for some time that IVC was perfecting a
helical scan system as a viable alternative to the venerable quadruplex VTR which has served the industry well
for the last 17 years. The new concept was described in
London at the International Broadcasting Conference in
the fall of I9T!.. This last spring IVC revealed more in a
private seminar at the NAB Convention. In May it demonstrated its first units-both
a PAL version and a
SECAM version-at the Eighth International Broadcasting Symposium, Montreux, Switzerland.
At Montreux , it was very clear that IVC's totally-new
concept was going to make an impact. Indeed, to head
off what might have been an avalanche of order commitments, RCA announced it was developing Quad 11, a
modified quad machine that hopefully would do as
much as that claimed for IVC 9000-and still play standard quad (with minor adaptations). Ampex, too, said it
felt quad could be modified to use ferrite heads and run
at much lower tape speed. (See BM/E. September 1973,
page 39.)
Just how good the IVC 9000 is at handling NTSC was
demonstrated in New York in October at the 114th
SMPTE Technical Conference. Visitors were impressed.
They saw a no-compromise
system priced under
$100,000. Tape speed was 8 ips-a feature that cuts tape
costs in half. The unit uses ferrite heads, another feature
that promises lower operating costs-through
reduced
head replacement (at least 1500 hours is claimed). On
top of this, IVC said that wear on the tape itself was less
because of a gentler system. Another important featureone most vital to Europeans was two full quality and
audio tracks.
During the technical sessions at SMPTE, IVC engineers
presented four papers describing in detail design objectives and performance characteristics of the IVC 9000.

10 ""' •••••••

'º"'

PARAMETERS

Format of the two-inch tape used in the segmented-scan helical
recorder.

The new segmented scan system adopted by IVC
represents a careful balancing of several facts according
to the paper delivered by B.E. Guisinger. Ferrite heads
were desirable since they were longer wearing. But they
cannot be used readily in transverse scanning equipment
because of their brittle nature and the high impact
between tape and head encountered in that scanning
method. Thus transverse scan was ruled out. Of the three
choices for a helical scan format-360º
wrap, one head,
one field/pass; 180º wrap, two heads, one field/pass;
J 80° wrap, two head, segmented
field-IVC chose the
continued on page 62
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KYW

A Reserved But

Contemporary

Facility

KYW-Radio and KYW-TV (Westinghouse Group W stations) keep a
low profile, but inside the handsome new home of these stations are
found the latest innovations.

.•..

~
ii :1111111·

The stnkmg KYW bwldmg faces Independence
was The Ballinger Co of Ptvtecetptue
Photo e our res y Ballmqer

lnsrde the lobby at KYW

Mall

Architect

KYW Radio and KYW-TV moved into 5 Independence
Mall in 197~. With a setting in Philadelphia.
and with
Independence
Hall but :.1 block-and-a-half
:JW:Jy, one
wouldn't
expect to sec something
all glassy or flashily
aluminum.
But we do see authority
and style in the
three-story.
dark red-brown
brick structure
(with wirecu t texture and cornplcmeruury
color mortar joint). with
an interplay
or line and recessed spaces. The deeply
recessed
fenestration
with sloping sills and recessed
headers
and vertical pier abo give spaciousness
and ''
height to the building.
which cost something
over $4
million (floor arca i~ 80.000 sq It.).
Once past the lobby and into the administrative
areas,
the decor is efficiently
white all partitions.
walls, etc.
The white contrasting
with the dark brick walls comes
off :JS both reserved and contemporary.
It might be
sterile. except for flower decals and a little pop art here
and there that secretaries have pasted up. There's nothing bizarre to be found. not even in the sets or scene
design with exception
of the dressing room of Group W
st ar Mike Douglas. It boasts a chambered
nautilus fibreglass shower.
And while KYW has some custom-designed
consoles
that louk very conr ernporury. only tried and true com·
ponents have gone into this equipment.
Cautious designing is particularly
apparent
in KYW Radio quarters.
KYW has three air studios designed
Ior its all-news
programming
format
Each studio
is nearly equally
equipped
with custom-designed
audio consoles from
Electrodyne.
Flexibility
and redundancy
are the key
words: Each studio <ind its associated control room are
physically integrated
capsules (acoust ically slanted fibreglass walls with double and triple glass windows). but
any studio can be fully operated from any of the three
consoles.
Interconnections
can be switched in through
irue rnal wiring or. if faults occur. they can he p<itched
in. All consoles,
distribution
amplifiers.
<ind terminal
panels have such dual input/output
features.
Upon entering the KYW Radio engineering area. une
at first suspects something
new in layout concept. Master control appears to be entirely in a passageway. In
fact. it is. On the opposite
wall are the three ~tudio
control rooms. Engineers <ind technicians are within only
a few feet of everything.
This layout is far from ideal,
however, and more space would be desirable. The studio
control
rooms are also too small. There's a limit to
equipment
that can be included (such as reel-to-reel
recorders).
and access to the console for maintenance
is
difficult.
The individual
studios themselves are not large but,
from an engineering
point of view. it would have been
preferable
to allocate <1 few more square feet to the
control arca. /JM/I:' didn't talk to the news director. but
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Master control room at KYW-TV.
CRT terminal input to automated
switching equipment as at far
ri9ht. Between it and switcher is
video monitor displaying
upcoming events.

Girl in Traffic entering the program
scnedute into automated switcher
"• zomouter. Thisstep will be eliminated
>hortly; central computer will feed
Jata directly to switching computer.

Computer terminal in Sales Service is connected to
central computer. Raw sales data goes in and program
schedule comes back. High speed printer provides
print-out.

we suspect the studios, while adequate for KYW's own
newsmen, are uncomfortably small for visitors (most call
for standing). On the other hand, KYW doesn't need to
11 assemble newsmakers in a studio. Its capability for remotes via phone and mobile radio are outstanding and
ever-expanding. We hope to present an article on these
1 I facilities in a future issue.
The KYW-TV engineering area, unlike Radio, doesn't
suffer from lack of space. It has the entire mezzanine
11 floor (half a floor) to accommodate
master control, the
'I VTR area, and the telecine area (four islands). The major
distinguishing feature of the KYW master control room
is the automation system. To the right of the master
production switchers is the CRT Display Terminal and
' the Scheduled Events monitor which displays such realtime operations as starting machines, switching, and mixing that will be performed automatically.
The automation system uses the Central Dynamics
APC-610 which gets its input directly from the Traffic
Department. Technical operations are performed as indicated once proper machine assignments (VTR, telecine,
or SC) are made. (And if a machine is not properly
loaded and assigned, the event line blinks.)
As one looks about the technical area, a few other
I distinguished features come into sight: An Ampex ACR25 video cassette machine, an Ampex RA-4000 editor, a
machine delegation station in front of the telecine area.
One also spots a digital display mechanism on top of
machines. This is the digi-key unit which, when set as
the traffic schedule indicates, tells the computer system
it's ready to roll.

View of studio control room which
handles the Mike Douglas show.

As one walks through the station, it's apparent that
KYW is where the Mike Douglas Show is produced. One
of the two large studios has the permanent Mike Douglas
set in it. Both studios are equipped with theatre seats
and both have semi-circular cycloramas.
Other eye-stoppers are the Traffic and Sales Service
areas on the third floor. In the former, one sees two
more CRT display terminals, which are part of the
APC-61 O system, and a hard copy printout unit. Here
two girls enter data into the computer from the approved schedule. In Sales Service, two other CRT Display Terminals are used for communication with a large
central computer located in Milford, Conn. There's also
a high-speed printer nearby. Into these units goes sales
data and back come rough schedules and variance reports. After adjustments are made, final schedule pages
are spewed out. The day BM/E visited, Traffic took this
schedule and re-entered it into the APC-61 O keyboard. If
we had been there about a week later, we would have
seen data produced by the central computer feed directly into the APC-610 system. KYW should soon be
the most fully automated station in the nation.
One other attention-commanding
location is the office
of Charles Blair, KYW's director of engineering. Facing
Blair's desk are two 25-inch CRTs. One is a monitor
reporting the next 14 upcoming events that will be
automatically switched to the air. Blair has confirmation
at all times that master control is ready and working
smoothly. The other CRT is in the TV set which is
connected to the RF distribution system described in
the accompanying article.
BM/E
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Distribution

system of KYW Radio is literally in

a

hallway.

KYW Radio has three announcers' studios in a row. One can look from one into the
other two. Control rooms are on right side.

Consoles in radío studios are
custom designed to stress
flexibility and redundancy.

Far right is view of announcers
studio looking in from the
studio control room.

Miniature 12-Channel Cable TV System
Feeds KYW Monitors
By Bert Wolf
How do you get 12 video channels (six off the air, one
the station's own signal, and five internal CCTV signals),
plus an FM channel, to video monitors throughout a
large studio-office-transmitter
complex? Any monitor
must be able to choose any of the 12 at any time.
It might occur to you to use a "headend" and a fairly
typical 12-channel CATV distribution system. That is
what KYW-TV in Philadelphia did, using a dual system
worked out with the Jerrold Electronics application engineering depart men t. The assignment went to Christopher Payne of the KYW engineering department (he is
Mr. Wolf is manager, Jerrold Electronics, DSD Division.

chief engineer of KYW radio, but does TV jobs as well).
KYW's TV chief, Robert Fields, also contributed: for
example, it was his idea to put all the internal channels
on odd numbers and the external ones on even numbers.
An A/B switch on the back of each monitor lets the
user choose even or odd channels. The rundown of
channels carried on the system looks like this:
Anyone interested in watching another station in
town can set the A/B switch to the "B" position, while
those interested in internal channels can set their
switches to the "A" position. With the switch in the "A"
position, the viewer can easily flip through the channels
to see the Mike Douglas Show being rehearsed in Studio
DECEMBER, 1973-BM/E
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A; a film being previewed; the network news from NBC;
a computer
readout of the automatic
switcher showing a
list of coming events; and the program being telecast to
the viewers of KYW-TV-all
might be on the system
simultaneously

RF vs video
Because TV studio engineers are more familiar with
video, they tend to avoid RF. However, it would not be
economically feasible to distribute 12 channels of video
¡ to the hundreds of outlets at KYW. The station obtained
50 Sony Color Trinitron receivers via a trade-off deal. It
would have been impossible to get 50 video monitors
through tradeoffs.
Thanks to the Trinitrons and the RF distribution
system, every salesman, engineer, and executive at KYW
has a color TV receiver on which he can monitor all 12
channels.
This tends to reduce traffic in and out of the control
rooms. Before the system was installed, salesmen
brought customers to stand beside a VTR to watch their
commercials. Now, the salesman simply calls the control
room and the customer watches the commercial in any
Sales Conference Room.
Budget
The decision to use a dual A-B cable distribution
system was influenced by ease of operation, simplified
maintenance, and low cost.
Other than two Kay modulators, which KYW already
owned, all the headend equipment was to be purchased.
Jerrold modulators, CCM-AB for internal programs and
individual channel AGC amplifiers for external programs, were specified.
The original equipment budget approved for the RF
distribution system at KYW was $15,000. By doing the
installation themselves and because of the careful design,
they were actually able to bring the system in under
budget. Chris Payne estimates that the extra cable, splitters, A/B switches, and tap-offs required by the dual
cable system accounted for only about I0% or 15% of
the job. This was more than compensated for by savings
on headend equipment. Of course, installing two cables
is no more difficult or time consuming than installing
• one cable.
Patch panel maintenance
One of the requirements of the distribution system
was that it be very easy to maintain. Chris knew that in a
busy studio the RF system would have low maintenance
priority. Therefore, he felt that troubleshooting
time
should be kept to an absolute minimum.
To meet this requirement, he designed a unique patch
panel system. Patterned after video patch panels the
system uses Jerrold 75 ohm plug-in "G" fittings with
short lengths of cable.
The patch panel system provides instant access to, and
test points at, every critical part of the system. For
example, patches can be used to test the signal into and
out of every amplifier and every head end splitter. Thus,
troubles can be isolated to a single component or branch
in a few moments.
With the system in operation almost a year, only one
trouble has developed so far-FM interference on Channel 6. Using the patch panels, the trouble was quickly
isolated to the FM trap used ahead of the Channel 6

SWITCH POSITION A ODD (INTERNAL)
Channel 3 KYW-TV (Off Air)
Channel 5 Studio A
FM
FM (Off Air)
Channel 7 Studio B
Channel9
NBC (KYW is NBC Affiliate)
Channel 11 Routing Switcher from
Master Control
Channel 13 Routing Switcher from
Videotape
SWITCH POSITION B EVEN (EXTERNAL)
Channel 2 UHF Channel 17
Channel 4 UHF Channel 29
Channel 6 VHF Channel 6
Channel 8 UHF Channel 48
Channel 10 VHF Channel 1O
Channel 12 VHF Channel 12

amplifier. Tuning the trap cured the problem quickly.
The solid state equipment used should provide trouble
free service for many years, with minimal maintenance.
How the system works
Figure 1 shows the headend of the KYW RF system.
Five modulators accept audio and video to produce
internally orginated channels.
The routing switchers are wild cards, adding flexibility

Left-A-B switch on TV set for
selecting even or odd channels.
Below-View of fhe KYW headend.

II~
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Overall distribution
system at KYW.

Typical leg of the
distribution system.

to the system. For example, the master control routing
switcher can accept the KYW line: network: color bars;
sync: Studio A: Studio B: VTR I, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6; Film
A, B, C, D, E, or F: remote I, 2. or 3: the computer
readout of the list of coming events: tests: space: or the
output of the demodulator.
All the off-air channels are received on three antennas.
The antenna signals are split and sent to Jerrold THPM
high output single channel amplifiers. Built-in AGC
enables all THPMs to put out the desired sound and
picture carrier levels at all times, regardless of antenna
signal fluctuations. The TFM-2 keeps FM signals out of
Channel 6. Jerrold Model 505-ST crystal-controlled converters convert the VHF channels to unused VHF frequencies.

Once the signals are processed and amplified, they are
combined for distribution by two Jerrold MFC Channel
Modline combiners. Then, each Modline combiner output is split into 6 main trunk lines for distribution.
Figure 2 shows a typical leg of the distribution system. Signals are taken from Cables A and B by means of
directional coupler taps. Each tap output is-further split
to serve up to 8 TV sets. Unused splitter outputs are
terminated and reserved as spares.
A and B cables feed into the A/B switcher mounted
on top of each TV set. The out put of the switch connects through a matching transformer to the antenna
input of the TV set.
A system of this type can be expanded to provide
studio quality signals to hundreds of TV sets.
BM/E
DECEMBER, 1973-BM/E
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WSNL-TV 5.000.000 Watts
of Local Accent
Long Island, well covered by New York City stations, is getting its own
first commercial TV station, Channel 67. It's located almost mid-center
in the new Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area covering Nassau
and Suffolk counties. Most programs will originate on Long Island in
Channel 67's studios-or its OB van.
As this issue goes to press. WSNL-TV, Channel 67. will
be going on the air as Long Island's first commercial TV
station.
It will be writing another page in the up-anddown history of independent
UHF stations. Suburban
Broadcast Corp., which holds the license. is sure it will
be a story of success. It's starting with a number of
things going for it. It has a clear vision of what its
purpose
is: to serve three million people in about
750.000 households
in Nassau and Suffolk counties. Its
programs will accent Long Island activities. now virtually
ignored by New York stations. The market is rich: the
area was recently
designated
as :J distinct
Standard
Metropolitan
Statistical
Area. the ninth largest in the
U.S. It is a market larger than Baltimore, Boston, Cleveland. Dallas, Houston. and Philadelphia.
with $6 billion
in retail sales in 197'2. Nassau County is the third richest
county in the nation in terms of per capita income.

The OB (outside broadcasting) unit is used extensively. Here
camera is being set up to shoot a scene for the soap opera, "Ine
Fairchilds.··

Local advertisers believe in the area and the station125 had signed charter
contracts
by air time. Local
investors believe in the area and the need for a station, as
evidenced by the successful public stock sale. (See box,
page61.)
Suburban
Broadcasting
is also benefiting by past UHF
history which teaches that high power is vital. It goes on
the air with 3 million watts ERP; it will up that to 5
million as soon as the second 55 kW Gates transmitter is
delivered
in early spring. And, if that power doesn't
provide parity with Vs, Channel 67 has another plus not
always available to UHF in earlier days. It will be carried
to over I00,000 homes by local cable TV systems.
And, perhaps more importantly
than any of the foregoing, is an enthusiastic,
youthful
programming
and
engineering staff. They're out to make the very best use
of their time, talent, and equipment.
The local programming
effort is impressive. Almost
fifty percent of the programming
schedule reflects local
programs.
Heavy emphasis,
as might be expected,
is
placed on Long Island news-an
hour-and-a-half
a day.
Its "least meritorious"
program may be its own daily
Long Island soap opera, "The Fairchilds,"
but in terms
of counter programming
strategy, it may be a brilliant
tour de force. The setting is Long Island and local
people, places, and problems will be dramatized
in the
story that will, as the promotion
reads, "become part of
you ... part of your day ... every day." Another major
block of time focuses on Long Island women-one
hour
daily, from 12 noon to I p.m. Substantial
segments are
devoted to children's
programs and sports, both syndicated and local.
Altogether,
more that 50% of the initial 12-hour
broadcast
day is locally oriented
and a lot of it Jive.
Variety has implied that WSNL-TV would have had a
rough time getting top flight syndicated material because
of market exclusivity rights enjoyed by the nearby New
York City stations. This is undoubtedly
true, but it has
not phased Suburban
Broadcasting.
It goes about its
programming
efforts as if local quiz, game, and variety
shows were the only logical decision.

;'ll

..

.,

&1

Facilities
The first component
of the station to be completed
was the mobile van, the "OB" as WSNL-TV refers to it.
This made it possible to get out on location while the
rest of the station was being built to shoot scenes for the
soap opera, 'The Fairchilds."
It also helped put in the
can tapes for the Sunday program "Blue Light Brigade"
(featuring firemen).
The OB has also already covered some of the doings of
continued on page 60
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Floor plan for WSNL-TV. Antenna tower is within a few feet of transmitter room.

Most all locally produced programs will be played on IVG 960 helical
recorders. Two quads are in the same room.

1111....
Master control room also serves as Studio A control. Remote
switching panel (below Gates audio control) makes it possible to
handle Studio A production and on-air signal. CCU, sync
generator, DAs, etc., are directly behind switching console.

.. •....
.. _.......
w

.

Studio Bis major production studio. Control Room includes a new
Grass Valley switcher model 1600 and a flexible audio console.
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wny our time base correctors

should be the apple of your eye
Proven Flexibility in Standalone
Time Base Correctors
Regardless of your VTR- power linelocked, capstan servo'd/V-locked, or
H-locked-our Delta Series Time Base
Correctors and Hue Shift Correctors
offer standalone processing of all color
signals-either NTSC direct, "NTSCtype" or heterodyne "color under." And
in monochrome-either RS-170 or RS330 industrial sync.
Offering the best economy and flexibility, the Delta 44-328 HETROCOLOR™
TBC works with all types of monochrome
and color VTRs. Particularly in cassette
VTRswithout our TBC,the color tape will
bea longwayfrom FCCacceptance. Aside
from independentlyvaryingsync and subcarrier frequencies, editing capabilities
are marginal. The HETROCOLORTBC is
the only unit on the market that allows
transfer of heterodynerecordVTRsignaIs
to a broadcast VTR. Second generation
playback of this tape through the TBC
corrects the color signal for broadcast
with clean electronic splices.
For the best cost/ performance package in the business. select the standalone Delta 44-200 NTSC Direct Color
TBC coupled with the Delta 7 VELCOR
Hue Shift Corrector for the finest in
broadcastcolor processing.
And if you're staying with monochrome
somewhere in your system, our Delta
44-028 TBC combines broadcast specs
with our lowestprice.
For more flexibility, we've added the
Delta 23/3.58MHz subcarrier generator
as an accessoryto the Delta 44-328 TBC
for combinedoutputs that are the equivalent of a broadcast stable NTSC color
syncgenerator.
Ampex

Exclusive Features of Our Growing
TBCFamily
Optimized Design. Of the severalways
to eliminate time base error generated
by all VTRs,we primarily use binary related delay lines which are switched in or
out of the signal path at line rate. This
technique offers the highest output performance looking at all the critical
specifications of signal to noise ratio,
bandwidth, differential phase and differential gain. There is no tampering with
the visual portion of the picture. There is
no contouring and quantizing noise as in
digital techniques, or differential phase/
gain variation as in EVDLtechniques.
Velocity Error Corrector. In NTSC direct playbacks from l" helical and all
quad VTRs, color streaking (velocity
error) is another problem that must be
solved when either interchanging tapes
or dubbing through several generations.
Adding our Delta 7 VELCORTM Hue Shift
Corrector in front of any broadcast
quality TBC, you get faithful color reproduction as well as imperceptible time
basejitter throughout the entire picture.
Universal Color Corrector. In "NTSCtype" and "color under" playbacks from
W', 3-4" and l" VTRs, all you need is our
exclusiveHETROCOLOR
TBC,despite the
wide variety of color recording and recoverytechniques.
Full Proc Amp. All Delta Series TBCs
have a built-in Delta 21 proc amp with
front panel controls for video gain, setup, chroma gain, and chroma phase.The
plug-in Delta 28 with front panel controls
for gen-lock tracking rate and H-phase
timing is included in all TelevisionMicrotime models working with less sophisticated VTRs.
IVC

RCA

MONO
All Mono VTRs
COLOR
W' line/V-lock
W' line lock
1" line lock
1" V-lock

HSC
1" H-lock

2" Quad

TBC
HSC

790
VELCOMP
!Optional
built-in)
AMTEC
COLORTEC
PROCAMP
VELCOMP

4102

44-328 •
44-328 •
44-328 •
7-001
44-328
or
44-200
(with 14) •
7-001 •
44-328
or
44-200 •
7-001

*502
*502
*502

44-200
or
44-328 •
7-001 •

500, If VTR
has AMTEC
or ATC

•

ATC
CATC
PROCAMP
CAVEC

•Announced last June (ask CVSabout availability How do you like thern apples?

t

CVS

44-028 •

TBC

TBC
HSC

TMI

500

Front Panel Switches. All our TBCs
have illuminated front panel switches to
provide easy selection of operating
modes. These include separate monitor
and program video outputs on separate
in/out and operate/bypass switches. A
failsafe program bypassexists to handle
powerloss.

Experience is Our Guide
We introduced the first of our Delta
family at the ChicagoNAB Show in April
1972 and delivered our first production
unit to the University of North Carolina
two months later. In March 1973 at the
WashingtonNAB Showwe introduced two
additional TBC models, the Delta 7 Hue
Shift Corrector and several accessories.
Weare nowdelivering this family of products that work with the wholespectrumof
VTRsfrom W' helical to 2" quad.
But our experience goes back even
further. In addition to developingcustom
TBC products for the networks, we've
been supplying delay lines to Ampex
Corporationwho builds them into the full
line corrector in their AVR-1Teleproduction Recorder.
Look at Who Has What in Time
Base Correctors
Review the chart then call us for a
demonstration. We're sure you'll be as
pleased as our many customers are-in
every segment of the television industry
- broadcast, CATV,education, medicine,
industry, research, government, and
OEM. Contact us. TelevisionMicrotime.

500

and specs)

TELEVISION

TM l's exclusive built-in Delta 21 proc amp and
Delta 28 TBD.

MICROTIME, INC.

1280 Blue Hills Ave.. Bloomfield,Conn.06022
(203) 242-0761
Circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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AVAILABLE FROM LEADING
TELEVISION DISTRIBUTORS
THROUGHOUT THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

BROADCAST

l~QIJIP~ll~Nrl1
Loaders for audio or data processing
tape can be controlled by cue lone or
tachometer and digital switching. Series 235 loaders wind 8-track cartridge
hubs with blank or prerecorded tape$1260 to $1385. AUDIO/TEK INC.
300

width. 160 dl3 signal range. O.OJ(,
microvolt sensitivity. ele cl ro nic scan
with X-Y output. $9.XOO. SJNCl'R
INSTRUMENTATION.
310

open-reel mac hinev, or

Portable color monitor is for remote
color videotaping or pick up. Model

aut o rna te-, time annt s. ha' :.1 fail-safe circuit
preventing false unnounce me nt-, in a
shut-down.
CONTROL
IH:SIGN
CORP.
316

Antennas for educational FM transmitters are circularly polarized. with
I 1/2 turn helix. Series ECFM includes
six models with power ratings from
0.2 to 0.5 kW, gain in d B from -3.66
to 4.76. PHELPS DODGE COMMUNICATIONS CO.
301
Temperature sensing kit samples air
temperatures between O and 140 degrees F. Model TSK-3 provides linear
indication
on appropriate
meter.
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES.
306
Low-cost time code generator uses
crystal oscillator with optional accuracy to 25 parts per million. Series M

has IRIG B Serial format, has a choice
of pulse rates from I pph to 100 pps
or I KHz. Digital display clock is included. $690. THIEM INDUSTRIES.
307
Re-enterable urethane encapsulant is
two-component, cures to a clear compound. Model l 90RE meets all safety
requirements, can be used in greasefilled or non-grease-filled cable. HEXCEL CORP., REZOLIN DIV.
308
AM modulation monitor works offthe-air or direct-connection.
Model
732 is FCC type-approved, has peakreading meter and two LED peak
flashers, one for I 00% negative modulation, the other settable for negative
or positive from 50% to 129%. TIME
& FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY,
INC.
309

EMI meter covers 1O KHz to 32 MHz.
Model NM-17/27 is fully programmable for automatic and semi-automatic testing, has adjustable band-
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One-inch Vidicon tubes are vpecial ly
designed for color film pickup service.
Models 480'1 and 4809/B are free from
f ocus-re luted signal non-uniJormities,
have minimum black lift. freedom
from burn-in. 4809/B is specially processed for blue-channel sensitivity requirement. $350. RCA.
319
has 5 in. Trinilron tube. operates from 110 vac, car or boat battery.
or its own rechargeable battery pack
(supplied). WORLD VIDEO, INC. 317
CP500'2

Headset with microphone is for sports
or DJ use. Astrolite Enunciator has
two 200-ohm phones that can be
wired separately (for cue and program)
or together. Mike is on boom at one
side. Ventilated cushions are available
if hearing of ambient sound is wanted.
$75.
TELEVISION
EQUIPMENT
ASSOCIATES.
311
Audio oscillator provides sine-wave signals, IO Hz to 30 KHz. Model G23 I
has balanced output, 40 and 600
ohms, illuminated bandspread scales.
Rechargeable battery kit is available.
AMALGAMATED WIRELESS (AUSTRALIA): SYSTEMS MARKETING
CORP., U.S.
312
Low-light level video cameras are for
use with AKAi Y,.-in. VTR. Models
VC-200 and VC-1I5ST, used with
ultra-sonic wave sensor, allow taping
or monitoring at night in surveillance
systems, with street lamps or auto
headlights. VC-200 has automatic iris,
works from starlight to full sunlight.
VC-l I 5ST is a C-mount camera. Both
have
built-in
I 1/2-in. viewfindermonitor. AKAi AMERICA.
314
Time announce control unit will control two single-play cart machines, two

Large-screen color monitors have CRT
with negative black mutr ix shadow
mask for high resolution. Series 5000
in 19 in. and '25 in. sizes are for group
viewing in auditoriums.
classrooms
et c., and have rigid mechanical construction. CON RAC CORP.
320
Monochrome monitor. l '2-in. screen.
has horizontal resolution of 640 lines,
amplifier bandwidth
over 8 MHz.
Model I'2M9I 8 has plug-in circuit
modules. I00% solid-state circuitry.
$229. SC ELECTRONICS, INC. 321
Low-frequency spectrum analyzer, 5
Hz to 50 KHz. uses digital storage
techniques to keep trace refreshed.
Model 3580A automatically updates

trace at correct rate: or lrace can be
stored in memory for later comparison
with another trace. Sweep times are
O.I to 2000 seconds. "Adaptive sweep
time" allows fast sweep of signals below an adjustable baseline, to speed
analysis. Amplitude range, I 00 nanovolts to 20 volts full scale. $3800.
HEWLETT-PACKARD.
322
Random-access

memory

is fully de-
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Crystasound
Pre-Amplifier

PRODUCTS

S£NNH£1SlR 804-801
PRlAMPllfllR
CM I

for

c~~~~o:'~':~~u,,c:s

CP-16/ A Cameras

The Crystasound Pre-Amplifier optional accessory provides the
CP-16/A camera system with an additional condenser microphone
capability-without
requiring the use of the Crystasound Auxiliary
When the Model CM-1 Pre-Amplifier unit is plugged in, the
CP-16/A Crystasound built-in Amplifier will still accept
two low impedance microphones and one line inputas well as one Sennheiser 804/805 - series condenser microphone, with all systems controlling
the Crystasound built-in Amplifier remaining
fully operational. All required power
is supplied by the same NC-4 nicad
battery pack powering the entire
CP-16/A camera system.

For further
information,
please write to:

~e ..~

continued

coded, 2048-bit capacity, designed for
high-speed
main-frame
memory
or
mass memory storage. Model MM 5 262
has silicon-gate
circuit
with bipolar
compatibility,
access time of 365 nsec
(max)
and cycle time of 475 nsec
(short/read),
or 635 nsec (read/write,
or write). $I 6.80 in 100-up quantities.
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR.
High-voltage
power supply has up to
60 kW continuous
DC output,
with
voltage adjustable
O to 6 kv at IO
amps. Model HP6- I O,OOORX is servo
regulated against +5% variation in line
voltage, has reactors to limit short circuit output
to 30 amps, and both instantaneous
and delayed
protection
circuits. $I 6,000. SPELLMAN
HIGHVOL TACE ELECTRONICS
CORP.
323
CA TV cable connectors
provide RF
integrity
in cable-to-cable.
cable-tohousing joints. Intra-Shield
connectors

~h1heServiceOICreotiv1fy

2044 Cotner Avenue. Los Angeles. Californio
90025
Telephone (213)478-0711• Telex 69-1339•Coble Cinedevco

Circle 123 on Reader Service Card

have
permanent
integral
radiation
shield sleeve. are completely
weather
proof. need no grease or taping. JERROLD ELECTRONICS
CORP.
324
Solder
gun element
accommodates
interchangeable
tips. is designed
for
circuit-board
work without damage to
components.
Gunmaster
Universal element fits most solder guns, can be
used with "slug" for soldering. or with
"du rn-durn." which has center hole for
removing
solder. GUNMASTER
UNIVERSAL INDUSTRIES.
325
Highly-directional
microphone
has line
design, hyper-cardioid
polar response.
Model D L4 2 Cardiline has new shock
.áP

mount.
dynamic
element,
tivity
rating
of -144
ELECTRO-VOICE,
INC.

EIA sensidB. $300.
326

Function
generator
covers O. I Hz to
I MHz, with IO volt p-p output. Model
300A provides
sine, square, and triangular waves and sync output.
DC
offset is ±2.5 volts. Model 3 I OA has in
addition
variable pulse output,
with
rise and fall times better than 25 nanocontinued

on page 54
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Require Accuracy?
(and peace of mind)

ªBELAR

IOQ

NEG

then buy Helar
Here's why:

100% modulation as well as accurate measurement
of program peaks. • Built-in off-frequency alarm
drivers-permits unattended meesurement of frequency-alarm alerts you to any oft-frequency condition. • Digital counter circuit-will
measure any
standard broadcast band frequency spaced 1kHz.•
Built-in ± 20 Hz frequency calibrator-a/lows you to
check the calibration of external equipment such as
automatic loggers. •Built-in carrier-off alarm-te/ls
you when the transmitter is off. •Off-air monitoring
with the addition of the RFA-2 RF Amplifier-wide
range AGC means hands-off operation at the studio.
• 100 µ,V sensitivity with RFA-2-handles the most
difficult receiving problems with ease.
For further information call or write today.

•Separate 100% negative modulation peak indicator
lamp-detects the absence of carrier on program
peaks for a true 100% negative indication.
•Normal peak indicator lamp may be set to + 125%
-an accurate measurement to keep you within FCC
modulation limits. •Built-in true modulation calibrator
-means that you can check the modulation calibration at any time. •True peak reading modulation
meter-switchable to read either positive or negative
peaks, to accurately measure the short duration program peaks encountered in today's programming.•
Expanded scale carrier level meter-a/lows the accurate measurement of carrier shift. •Extremely low
distortion demodulator-permits accurate proofs at

TV RF Amplifier, RFA-3

----FM

RF Amplifier, RFA-1

Stereo Monitor, FMS-1

BE LAR

ELECTRONICS

LABORATORY,

INC.

LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA. 19333 •BOX 826 • (215) 687-5550

Where Accuracy Counts ...

Count on Belar

Circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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IT KEEPS MANNIX FROM
SHOOTING MARCUS WELBY.

PRODUCTS

continued

seconds. 300A, ~225: 310A, ~295.
(Also
rentable.)
TUCKER
ELECTRONICS CO.
328
Joystick control is for use with Model
V350PTV servo pan and tilt drive for

•

•
Tracor Model 6500 Visual
Carrier Generator. Reduces
co-channel interference.
lncreases TV coverage area.

It's 100 times more stable than
any crystal
oscillator
system.
Ends routine
monitoring,
standardization
procedures.
adjustments. Eliminates
much external test equipment.
Combines the
3040 Rubidium
Frequency
Standard with the 650A TV Carrier
Synthesizer. Just plug the 6500 system into the transmitter socket
previously
occupied by the quartz crystal. Without further attention. unaffected
by environmental
conditions.
it will keep your
station's carrier frequency
stable within .05Hz per year. The
6500 is FCC approved and already in wide use. Write or call for
full technical
and application
information.

Tracor, Inc.

6500 Tracor t.ane

e

lndustnal instruments
Austin. Texas 78721 •AC 512/926-2800

Circle 126 on Reader Service Card

camera mounts. Model V I 2 I PTV joystick is vector-solving,
gives camera
pan and tilt in direct line al desired
speed. VICON INDUSTRIES.
INC.318
Active cross-over networks for hi- and
tri-amplification
go ahead of power
arnplif ier. Model 52 IL for two-way
systems. Model 52 I H for three-way,
are on plug-in cards for easy installation. Housings for various capacities
are available Available with or without internal power supply. URE!
333
Video cassettes with -'.; in. blank tape
corn e with I O. ::>O.30. arid 60 minute
recording
t im ev. Serie, 187 are tor
Sony Uvmat ics. come in vinyl duvt
proof bo x es. S 17, S::>O.S::>S.arid S35
re-pect ive ly .
IRISH
MAGNI-TIC
TAP!: COMPANY.
334
Swivel spot and flood light run' on 7.5
volt battery. provide' 50.000 BCP in
<pot .r nd ::>0.000 BCP in flood. Model
rv!X-50 tum'
360 degrees. can be
hooked to edge ol an aer ial bucket.
MULTIPLll:R
INDUSTRll:S
CORP.
335
Combination
plow set has fixture' for
trench,
back Iill, vibratory
plowing,
backhoe. and hydraulic boring. Ditch

Here's our
storg ...
Want more? Contact your Fidelipac Distributor
and learn why
more Fidelipac Automatic Tape Cartridges
are in use throughout the world than all others combined.

FIDELIPAC®
Circle

trademark

Zoom len' goes from I OOOmm to
::>7.5mm
in
one
second.
MoJel
18,::>7.51:-61, t/::> lens
f/6
at
I OOOmm. has electrically
positioned

1'

3 Olney Avenue • Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034 • (609) 424-1234
Fioetroec is a registered

ornbo is available in 30. 37.
Witch
and 65 horsepower models. D!TCJI
MACHIN[
WI TC II CHARLES
327
WORKS.

of TelePro

Industries

Incorporated

continued on page 56
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Select RCA fil111
ick·up vidicons
or your
carnera
...
no matter who made it.
I

4809

We produce more
types of Vidicons for
film pick-up than anybody else.
We make so many because we've learned that top fi Im
camera performance requires tailoring Vidicons to camera requirements. And our applications
engineers have studied them all.
Take our 8480/4810 and
8134/4811 film pick-up Vidicons, for example. The specifications defining their performance
characteristics are controlled to
provide exceptional service in the
RCA camera model TK-27. And

we also make type 8134/
4811/B to assure a high
blue-channel sensiti vi ty for
th is camera.
Or consider our 4809 and
4809/B Vidicons. They're recommended because they are specifically designed, manufactured and
tested to produce best performance under conditions imposed
by today's 3-tube color film
pick-up requirements The
4809/B is specifically processed
and tested to meet blue-channel
sensitivity requirements. Both
of these tubes have been
successfully applied in the RCA

INTEANATIONAL
SALES OFFICES
ARGENTINA-Casilla
de Correo 4400 Buenos A res/8RAZIL-Ca1.ta
810 Oucbcc/ENGLANO
Sunburv-on-Tnames.
M1daleseJ.fHONG KONG PO 801. 112IMEXIC0-Apartado

camera model TK-28.
This is the kind of tailor-made
performance you can count on
throughout the full RCA Vidicon
line. Take advantage of it now.
Just call your RCA Camera Tube
Distributor or RCA Representative for complete information.
Or write Commercial Engineering, RCA, Harrison, N.J. 07029
for your copy of the new RCA
Camera Tube Product Guide
(CAM-7038).

RCll

Electro
Optics

Postal 8460 Sao P.1u10/CANA0A-21001
No Ser v.ce Rd Ste Anne de
17-570 Me oe o 17 OF ISWITZEALANQ-118
rue du nnone CH1204

acucvoe.
Geneva
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Model 4500 SR
Recorder Reproducer

$1,375.

........

... AMPRO Automatic Tape
Cartridge
Recorder
Reproducers
are the rugged
ones ...
the ones with heavy-duty
everything
like die-cast
deck and front panel, self-aligning
pinch roller and direct drive 4" Beau Motor. Silent,
both mechanically
and over your program
line
(-58 dB snr, ref. 400 Hz 3% THO), air-damped
solenoid
operation
assures
positive
stop start,
gentle tape handling and long cart life. 10 standard stereo mono models to choose from, nonslip desk enclosure
and rack mount. Priced from
$550 to $1,375.
AMPRO also manufactures
a complete
line of
dual,
stereo
and
mono
consoles
and MultiCartridge
units. Call or write Alex Meyer today
for details.

AMPRO CORPORATION
2220 Maplewood Ave., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090 • (215) 657-3100
Professional Equipment for Broadcasting Professionals

Circle 129 on Reader Service Card

PRODUCTS

continued

range extenders and automatic iris for
constant
video level. ANGENIEUX
CORP.
331
Hydroíluid
tripod
is for cameras
weighing up to 20 pounds. Super-Mini
tripod is 66 in. high fully extended,
weighs 1411~ pounds. has ball levelling,
360-Jegree pan. ±90 degree till. operates
from
60
to
350 degrees
F. S479.95:
head only.
S379.95.
llERVIC
CORP./CINEMA
BEAULIEU.
332
Adhesive-backed
mount
hold' cable
hurullc-, in rext rict ed 'pace. Model
ABMl\1-A
mount can he used with

v.mo u-, c.i hlc tic'.

111
.. hold,
l'ANDLll'I

up to
CORP.

111c;1q1rl'S'" in. x 'I,
/s po und ni cable.
338

1

Audio power amplifier i' r.u ed a t IUO
w.n t-, contmuou-,
output. i> dcvigned
lor 4-X ohm lo:1J111gor .:'5-volt output.
Mo de] \1-~50 cL1111"' .•'·; harmonic distort 1011over the ::'0-15,000 111 1·;111gc.
).:'OO. PUi SI· DYNAMICS MFC_ CO.
339
Electrical outlet tester chcck-, ground·
111g.i nd vo lt agc ;1t power ou t le t v. Vn1·
I e'I
mc.rvurc-,
rc'i,l:1n..:c in ground
line. dct crnnnc-, which i-, l hc hot wire
.md m c.r-u rc-, voh.rgc. OMl·CA SCll·N111-IC. INC.
340
SCA receiver 1, .r n mt cgr.u cd u nu with
hurlt-rn audio .un pli l rcr .md 'J'l';1ke1.
Puri-t Murk 11 h.r-. ph;l'l'·lol'kcJ
loop
<lL'll'Ct1011,cl'r:11111l1.I. l il t cr-, ..:r\ 'tJI lie·
que ncy control.
outlet Io r auJ10 to
or her .r m phl rcrv. '.I IX.75.
l'l·RMA·
DYNI l·I H'IRONICSCORI'.
341

----- ,..

-,...;:_ J

("

The new CLD-1100
Sync Pulse Generator
from CBS Laboratories
features digital-circuit
design. Unique design enables maximum adaptability in pulse systems and achieves virtually perfect timing between
dissimilar
studios.
Unit stability
is derived
from a timing circuit
employing
a single servoloop where the 3.58 MHz color frequency is
generated
from a 14 MHz crystal reference source. Contact us for
quotes on your new sync systems. From CBS Laboratories,
of course.

CBS LABORATORIES
•\ I )1, r.••11Jn 01 ( olumh1.t Bru,td~ ,1-.,11ng ...,\ vtt-m Im
.! .!.., I l1gh R1dgt' Ro.HI ._,t,1mlord ( nnru« lu u! l)(>~JO)
Circle

Portable precrsro . voltage calibrator
'uppl11.'' I O. I. and O. I vo l t x with
O.O:'\' .1..:cur.1c). Model 450A .i l-,o 'up·
phc-, 10 m V with O.I', .1n·ur:1l·)."
'hort·circu1l
proo1. run' on l wo 111nevolt .t l k.rl ine hal t envv. or on .rn ext ern.rl 15 lo ::'Ovoll <upp ly. l'IONl-1-R
/INS'I RLIMl-N I A I ION.
342
Simult aneoux sweep system lor ch cc k111gCA I V 'Y'll'lll'
prod ucc- no d1,cer·
nihil' L'iil'Lt' m <>ngrnng pr ogr.uu. ·1he
"SkL'J' Sa vcr " h.i -, 5-350 1\1111ha ndwidth. long·pl'"l'll'ncL'
CR I, h;1ltny
o¡wr.1t 1011.wit Ii l h.n gc r Ll1TlVl'rlL"1<uppl icd. JI R ROI D/11 \'.SCAN.
343
Solder-flux

'ºI

'f1í.1)

í

remover 1' .rv.ul.rhl« 111.Jl'lü·
or m . CD-.:''10 tJi.-n xo lde r
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I

fluxes from electronic circuits. $2.85
per 16-oz. can. COLE-FLEX CORP.
344
Relative power monitor is :1 co m pact ,
passive device t h.u has out pu ls for forward and backward
voltages 111 a

f,

50-ohm line. Model 5478 a llo
tinuous observation or forward
flected power in aural STLs.
citers. remole pickup .mt en n.rs:
cates detect ive RF connector'>.
LEY ASSOCIATES

ws conand reFM ex:111dloMOSE345

Hi-pass filter for mike lines plugs lo
mike connectors at input an d out put .
Model 5 I 3A filter has :1 sharp cul-off
at I 00 Hz to reduce
wind :111dvibrat io n noise. S45. ELECTRO-VOICF.
I NC.
336
Digital line printer uses 11011-im
pact
thermal process. Device is .rv.ulablc
in
6- or I '.:!-c·o\u11111
<ize . prints al 5 line/
second. II i, co mput ihlc wit h BCD
4-line TTL logic. i:- quid because ii h:1s
no moving printing
part«. GU LTON
INDUSTRIES.
346

I"

CPT-24
Fluid
Head
Tripod
Features.
• Quick leveling
ball-and-cavity
system.
• Accommodates cameras ¡
weighing up
to 24 lbs.
• Special leak- .
proof fluid.
• Efficient
opr ranon in
temperatures from
20 F below zero to
120 above.
• Hardwood V-grooved legs extend
from 40" to 66".
• Rugged construction.
• Reliable operation.
• Ultra lightweight.

I

1/

Commercial
vehicle h.r-, I 25 square
feet of open int c rior space. 6 fl. 4 in.
headroom. Model 307 i:- on Chevrolet

chassis. can be had with numerous optional items (uir conditioning.
water.
generators. gas system. t'lc.) FR/\NK
INDUSTRll:.S.
347

·1¿
Get the feel of the "Velvet Touch"
drive system, no-slip starting and
super soft suspension of RUSSCO's
rugged CUE-MASTER and
STUDIO-PRO turntables. With
heavy-duty synchronous motors,
Olite bronze bearings and only
3 moving ports, you've got
long-wear dependability!
Prices start at o low $1 94 !

-...gussco
ELECTRONICS INCORPORATED
1070 BROOKHAVEN, CLOVIS. CALIF.
PHONE (209) 299-2167
Circle 131 on Reader Service Card
DECEMBER,

CATV
test set i:- a 'ingk-p:id.agL'
t ruck ing <wce p analy zcr. Model 9600
provides simu lt ancous sweep :111dan aly zer m eusu rcmcn ts. I to 350 1\1111.
with RF lo IF co nvc rxi o n for high
sensitivity
an d more than I 00 d B of
measuring rurige. Jl:RROLD
I- Ll:CTRONICS CORP.
348

For further
please

information,
write to:

FM/AM demodulator cover' 47 to X60
l\lllL
wit h four
plug-in oseillu t ors.
Model F/\13 mcaxurc-, modulation Ire-

4

~

"*'

. ..

quency response. center frequency error, frequency deviation. spurious ¡\ M.
$4100. ROllDE AND SCllWARZ. 349
continued on page 58

2044 c oto-« Aw""vr• l Q~ AnuPI•·~ Coldo•n•n
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READY TO
TRADE IT IN?

PRODUCTS
Tungsten-halogen
lamps in 1500 and
2000
watt ratings
are designed
for
"scoop"
reflectors.
"Quartzline"
lamps operate
in any position,
have
special
low-noise
construction
for
studio use. The 1500-watt
bulb rates
I 000-hour
life and 4 1.000 lumens: the
2000-watt.
750 hours and 58,000 lumens: both. 3200° Kelvin. GENERAL
ELECTRIC
346

Compressor -Limiter
Amplifier

.~r;J~:

•.•.··-·

We're offering these two
salid-state
replacements
in trade:

New high-power
line-voltage
regulator
system operates in the 5 to 300 KVA
range. "LZR"
system has an average
I I -millisecond
response
to line and
load transients,
goes from no-load to
full load with S7r. or less drop and full
correction
within 'lz to I cycle. SOLA
ELECTRIC COMPANY.
347

Multi-function
counter
re ads
frequency,
period. multiple
period averaging. rat io , and totals. Model I 950A
has six-digit
LED display.
50 MHz
band width. 50 rnV sensitivity.
JOHN
FLUKE MANUFACTURING
CO. 348
Microphone
line transformers
step up
from
Lo-Z mikes
to Hi-Z inputs.
Models 502C arid 50'.?CP are small tubular units. the first with three-pin
connector
on Lo-Z end. MC-type connector
at output:
the second
with
standard
phone
plug
on
output.
ELECTRO-VOICE.
INC.
349
Automatic
cartridge and cassette loaders include t ape measuring.
tone sense
option.
speeds of 30 ips and 60 ips.
ACL-:25 Series is for blank tape loading. have digital control pa ne l to set
length. at 30 ips: J\CL-60 Series load
blank or uses tone detection
at 60 ips.
Torsion
control
uses TTL digital circuitry
S 150
to
S350.
RAM KO
RESEARCH.
350

FIM-21
535 KHz to
1605 KHz

or

FIM-41
540 KHz to
4.8 MHz
(Measures AM Broadcast
Harmonics to ·80db)
Typical

Features:

O Front

Panel Speaker j Illuminated
Meter and Dial O Ganged Ose Receiver
Tuning C High Adjacent Channel Rejection O Stable over Wide Temperature
Range O Long Battery Life (standard O
cells) O External RF Input Jack
If you're ready to trade up to the next
generation of Field Strength Meters from
the manufacturer of the 120(WX-2), please
write or call:

POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS,
932 Philadelphia Ave.
Silver Spring, Md. 20910
Phone: (301) 589-3125
Circle

inc.

ine-inch
video
monitor
has highimpedance
bridging input with switchable
75
ohm
termination.
Model
YM-409:2 has horizontal
AFC assuring
corn pa tibil ity with all helical videotape
recorders.
is aimed at student
or employe e
education.
surveillance
or
studio monitoring.
time-lapse VTR applications. SANYO ELECTRIC C0.351
Portable video pattern generator
operat es on batteries,
provides all RCAlicensed
patterns
with push but tons.
Model CG25 uses CMOS ICs for high
stability.
has adjustable
RF output for
low TV channels.
color level control
from O to :200%. adjustable
clot size.
$99. SENCORE. INC.
352
Aluminum
deep-flotation
camera case
holds an ACL camera,
two 400-ft.
magazines
lens.
battery,
battery
charger.
MAXAL
case has a pianohinge top, is d ust-. wat e r-, and shockresistant.
functions
as carry-on
luggage $200 ECLAI R CORP.
353

(The Great Leveler)

5465!

You can stop riding gain now. even when
a shouter and whisperer are on the
same talk show. The Model CLA 20!40
Compressor-Limiter Amplifier does it
automatically
instantaneously .
for both AM and FM. Switchable controls
permit symmetrical (FMl or asyrnmetrical (AMl peak limiting; pre-emphasized
or flat response: compress limit. corn
press only. or compress limit off. Automatic gain control range is 40 dB
nanuc. and the compression ratio is
better than 10:l. All solid state. plug-m
modular construction assures troublefree reliability. Write for details.

di

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A Filmways
,Company---88 1OB roo,vli le Rd . Sliver Sprong, Md 209 1O
1301) 588-4983 •TWX 710-825-0432
Circle 137 on Reader Service Card

TELEVISION
BROADCAST
MEASUREMENT
SPECIALIST
lfrq111rf'11/1'11/.-: )),·,('lop
~111dpro\·1· l<•lt•\ j ..•.ion :--ign:ll
control
:111d lll(';1 ....
un-m.nt

1<-d111iquL'"
which "'" <'ili-

.md

l'i1·11t.Vl'OllUlllic:il

pr.rct ic:ihlt·
\\'rill- nl urut t lu- llll':hllíl'111<'111
:111dcont rol 1t·ch11iqul·,.,
u:-.ing co111p:111_\' dt·\vlnp<:cl
1·quip1111·11t to Ior m ;1 :--1·ric·~

ni :1pplil':1tio11 110((',.,,
t•tc.
(¿ual1/1ca111111.': Ht·c•·11t
ft.•lt•\'i..,jon

hro:1dc:1:-.t

1111·;1:-.UfC'/lH'lll:-.

..,¡~11.il

t':\J>t•ri¡•l)('t•

l ...

requirc-d. J'roficil'lll'-" .ind
vxpl·ril'nn· in t':\pl:111:tt1)ry
writing
i~ dt::--in:d.
S:d:ir~· i~opc-n. H('11di1,.,
include lih •.rn l c-duc.u ion.rl
suppor]. i11"ur:111n·.ind
profit :--.haring pJ;111~.
For prompt co1i,.,id1·r:1ti1>11
of vour bnckuround. pll'ª"''
:-.(·rHI rc--urno to:

Hill Eppick
Tc-k t ronix, Inc.
P. O. Box SOO OS~:;
Bc-avr-rto»,
Ürq.:0119/()(1:)
.\n

I 'lu.d

l '"I'"•

tunLI\

I

11qdH\t

1

~
~

TEKTRONIX·
comm1fl~d 10
1ecflnica1

evceneoce
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slide units, pads, accessory equipment.
Daven (McGraw-Edison Co).
25 I

LIT

For copies of these literature offerings, circle number for appropriate
items on Reader Service Card.

FM Alias and Station Directory in a
new. up-dated edition with new gcneral material is available
al $2.50 c;1cli
from
1:M Atlas. Box 24. Adolph,
Minn. 55701.
Twelve-page brochure dcxcrihcs I idly
new computer-controlled
1L'11111lc
VTR

cdu ing system.
Medium power (12 amp) silicon rectifiers, D0-4 series. gel full technical
description in new six-page brochure.
International
Rectifier Corp.
250
Entire
uation
A-16,

line of attenuators and attennetworks is covered in catalog
including
rotary and vertical

TOWERS

That's our main product. We've been
manufacturing them for over 20 years.
And we've been the basic tower supplier
to the CATV industry for almost that long.
The reason is superior quality in every
product. There are absolutely no compromises in the design, fabrication or
erection of any Fort Worth Tower Co.
tower. CATV towers are our specialtynot a sideline. And we offer a complete
array of specialized support equipment
to go with them including head-end
buildings, microwave reflectors, equipment lifts and other related items. You
get maximum performance with a perfect
match of equipment and accessories.
One more thing - high-quality products
don't have to be high priced. And Fort
Worth Tower Co. features economical
prices throughout its line.
MOBIL T HEAD-END BUILDINGS
Designed expressly to house CATV and
microwave electronic equipment, Fort
Worth Mobil! Head-End Buildings withstand any climate or location problem ...
house electronic equipment according to
the most rigid standards. Mobil ts are completely portable ... Simply drop on your
site, and connect the service inlet. Complete wiring is installed at the factory.
Many options are available in size, outside finish, wiring and ventilation. There's
one exactly suited for your system.
When you're designing your next headend, call us. Fort Worth Tower Co. The
basic CATV tower people.

PEC-102.

which .rlluw-;

HF and VHF voltmeter I hat measures
signal level in AM, FM, and TV haridx,
and frequency
and mo dulul ion perccntuuc
in addition
Model
2007 is
l'ully described in new brochure. llrut:I
and Kj<1L:r.
261
Tone signalling
products,
including
audib lc .i nd xuh-aurl i hlv l"nc c nco d crx
and dcco dcrx and rc la t cd p ro du ct s, arc
subject
of a ~2-ragc catalou.
Alnha
Ucci ronic Services.
262

une nou-tcchnic.il
person (cr e.u ivc director. Ior c x.un plc ) Ill pcr lo n u :111111- Three new CCTV cameras for daymated editing. Ccn trn] l)y11:1111ics.252
nighl operation.
wil II ;.1111
o ma t ic dyn;.1111ic
r;1ngc~ o l 20.000 '" I: I 00,000
Chari shows rf power products on a
lo I: .md 2.000,000 lo I: rc spcct ivc ly ,
power-frequency
scale for quick referarc covc rc.l in new dat;.1~lied~ (ruo dcls
ence.
Com mun ica lions
Transisl or
CTS2. CTS~. and CTS4). Moxon. Inc.
Corp.
2SJ
263
Brochure covers premium (pay) cable
Improved
pedestal
mounting
lap
for
system, with one-way and two-way
direcl ion al courier applications is co vcapability. Magnavox CATV.
254
creel in new dat a sheet. Magnavo x
Digital programming
instruments and
CATV Division.
264
controls. timers. clocks, measuring deCenter tap rectifiers of 15 and 30 amp
vices are subjects of six-page catalog
ratings and I 00 to 960 reverse voltage
covering the en! ire line. F.S. Fnt crratings gel listing and technical deprises. Inc.
255
scription
in new dala sheet. InterFast-switching PIN and NIP diodes for
national Rectifier Corp.
265
rf control applications are described in
Zip-on cable jacketing in a variety of
new four-page brochure. D-205. Raymaterials and configurations
is the
theon Co.
256
topic of technical
catalog. ZipperEntire line of Pathmaker cable equiptubing Corp.
266
ment is covered in 41-page cat ulog.
Receiving tube manual covers 1400
including the 2000 series trunk amplitypes in over 700 pages, with tradifiers and associated equipment. GTE
tional technical information and appliSylvania.
257
cations dala. RCA.
267
New technical brochure describes the
Contactless
meter
relays
and
controlSO-watt swept power signal generator,
lers are described in new 16-page cataModel M473 All Tech.
258
log, with a variety of sizes, voltage
Magnetic recorder heads for audio.
options, etc. Simpson Electric Co. 268
video and data applications
get full
Device for testing shield effectiveness
technical
description
in new Head
of CATV
drop cables. using the
Catalog, including custom design capa"SEED" technique, gels full explanabilities as well as all technical specification in new four-page dala sheet. Beltions. Brush Magnetic Heads.
259
den Corp.
269
Microwave capacitor kits consisting of
Twenty basic servicmg tests on FM.
assortments of capacitors for various
AM and SSB radio. using the FM-I OC
applications,
with values from 0.3pF
Communications
Service Monitor. are
to 91 pf in pellet or chip form. are
fully
explained
in booklet.
Singer
covered in new technical brochure.
Instrumentation.
270
American Technical Ceramics.
260

"8" CHANNEL
AUDIO CONTROL
B-800 series

console

the 8-801 monaural

$2350
the 8-802 stereo

$3200
8-803 dual channel

$2650

Fort Worth Tower Co., Inc.
8597
/ 5101
BRIOCE STREET I FORT
18171
JE 6·5616
•DALLAS

PO BOX
FORT WORTH PH

76111
111414-1811

WORTH. TEXAS
PH
AN
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MCMartin

McMartin Industries Inc .. 4500 South Seventy-sixth
Omaha. Nebraska 68127 Phone (4021 331-2000

Street
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SEGMENTED

HELICAL

cont from pg. 40

latter. Although one-field/pass
systems eliminate visible
hue or saturation
errors (banding)
that could develop
when more than one head is used. the track length is
long. For good interchangeability
(no tracking error or
adjustment
problems).
the segmented
format was the
logic a I choice.
In deciding how many segments per field. IVC felt an
odd line -egmeru ation was desirable (head> do not play
the -,:.1111eportion of each field). since hue error i-, then
visually integrated
al ~1 >OH; rate the eye sees the
average of the tw\l colors. (On PAL systems. an even
segmentation
was necessary to avoid a I ~.5 HL sat ur ai ion Ilickcr.)
In the NTSC units. the video image i>
-egmcrue d into 5~ line' each (compared to 16 for quad).
To 111ini111i1echroma .,;.1turatinn. a chroma match circuit
rnutchc-, the two heads.
Since writing speed i'> cs-enrially a question of recorded wavelength (peak white carrie r should be longer tk111
JOO microinchex). the writing speed was selected as 1500
ips. This produce'
a peak white wavelength
uf I ~S
rnicroinchcs (I ~MH1).
The final Iormat w:.1' determined
only after extensive
discussion with broadcast cr-, throughout
the world. The
arrungcmc nt picked is -hown. There are two high-quahry
audio trucks. ;1 medium quality cue track. and a separate
address cue track in addition to the control track. The
cue truck se pur.ue-, the audio truck and the two 'aturating t rack» arc on <lPl)\)'ite vides of the video pat tern

eliminating crosstalk.
Guisinger
said various computer
studies were done
analyzing the tolerance build-up of the various guides as
well as the effect of environmental
changes on interchangeability.
These analyses showed an ability to maintain interchange
with 6 mil video tracks and 3 mil guard
bands. Maximum mistrack errors amount to I mil under
worst case conditions. The track length is 5.24 inches.
A high carrier frequency is used to meet PAL requirements. PAL has a subcarrier frequency of 4.43 MHz and
a base bandwidth
of 6 MHz. Moiré is visible when
standard
FM modulation
is used. To overcome
this,
carrier frequencies
are raised so that the third order
folded sideband
does not demodulate
within the base
bandwidth.
A blanking
frequency
of 9.9 MHz was
chosen. The design produces a 75% saturated color bar
pattern with the moiré down in excess of 40 dB. While
this high frequency
was not necessary for NTSC. the
design is simplified by using it. In a practical sense. the
recorder can be further rnisadjusted before visual defects
are seen.
The IVC 9000 boasts a unique time-reference
system.
A wide variety of timing pulses are available which make
automation
systems feasible and make editing simple.
Detail' are available in 3 paper by Bert Dann of IVC. The
servo system was covered by Donald E. Morgan. The
syvtem include, an "edit tension memory" which assures
that all edited material is recorded at the same tension as
the prerecorded
program
on the tape. Tape time is
displayed on the video monitor to aid editing decisions.
Edit preview capab ilit y is built in.
BM/E

PERFECT YOUR CCTV SYSTEM WITH COSMICAR®LENSES
A rich variety
you to satisfy

of COSMICAR
any of your

CCTV lenses will ensure
technical
purpose.

Be sure to get the finest image recording
with quality Cosmicar lenses.

results

I_
Also available
are scores
of other
lenses,
ranging
from 4.8mm to l,OOOmm telephoto,
zoom and those
motordriven
among
them,
for immediate
delivery
after being tailored
to your specifications.

--

COSMICAR OPTICAL CO., LTD.
424, Hrg astu-Orz urru. Nertma-ku,
Representative

& Service Office:

Tokyo, Japan

Asahi Optical (America)

Inc. 15 East 26th

Cable Address: "'MOVIEKINO TOKYO"
Street.

New York, N.Y. 10010. U.S.A.

Circle 143 on Reader Service Card
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OUR NEW GRANDSON IS A SWITCH HITTER

GRANDSON does two big jobs ... complex big sound multi-track production
work and on-air work. This new console fills the gap between sophisticated
recording equipment and older standard broadcast consoles. Up to 18 mixing
inputs ... 4 plus 7 outputs ... EQ on each position if you like. All modular construction is the ultimate in flexibility. Let us tell you all about our new GRANDSON.

<I

auditronics.

inc.

PO Box12637 Memphis. Tn 38112901 276 6338

Circle 144 on Reader Service

Card

tl1e''11e1·ft11·111e1·''
~l;1ss A
sf;1te-ttf-tl1e-;11·t
Class "A" and educational broadcasterscan
now enjoy the same quality and superior
signal characteristics of major stations ...
at a budget price, with budget installation
and maintenancecosts.
Efficient design is the key. The "Performer"
is elliptically polarized for a clearer signal,
even in the fringes of your broadcast area.
And its low VSWRguarantees you better
stereo performance.
Built to last, the "Performer" features thickwall copper tubing and marine brass. It's
the best FM antenna bargain on the market
today.

JAMPRO ANTENNA COMPANY
A DIVISION OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION

6939 Power Inn Road • Sacramento, Calif. 95828 • Phone (916) 383-1177

Circle 145 on Reader Service Card
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BM/E CLASSIFIED MARl(ETPLACE
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES (Effective January 1, 1974)
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $32.50 per inch lx; $30.00 per inch 6x; $27.50 per inch 12x. ALL OTHER CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING 35if per word; minimum $3.50. BLIND BOX NUMBER: Sl.00 extra charge. Replies sent to addressbelow will be
forwarded to you. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE; send check with order. CLOSING DATE: 5th of 2nd month preceding issuedate.

BM/E, Monterey and Pinola Avenues, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
HELP WANTED

South African Assignments
BROADCAST VIDEO ENGINEERS
Will ces.on and oeveioc broaocast video svsrerns In
aocmon will supervise the .nsrauauoo and checkout o!
video svsrerns and b-oaoc as: v.ceo equipment These
posmons requee BSEE or equivateru and a minimum or
5 vea rs oroaocas: svsrerns e- per ·enc e m des ion 1ns1Cll·
íanon and 1es1mq

Due to continued growth. RCA Broadcast Systems is looking for highly professional sales representatives for its
domestic sales force
Experience 111 TV station operations and
enqineermq. and or sales experience in
radio. television 01 related technical
fields is essential
Salary and related benefits are ex·
cellent
If you qualify. send your resume and
salary requirement to

BROADCAST AUDIO AND
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS
oes.on and develop broadcast audio and commurucanon svsierns In aocn.on will supe.v.se !he 1nstaUanon and checkout or audio and cornmumcanon S\siems
and equrorr-ent These oos-uons require BSEE or
equivalent and a rrurumumor 5 vea rs broadcast sv srerns
e-oerence rn des.on .ns1a11a11on
and 1es11n9
Will

For prompt cons.deranon ot these 1mmed1atP lona ter m
ass.cnmenrs m Johannesburg South Atnca piease
rush resume .ncludmc satar\ h1s1or\ rn connceoce to

Don R Gathright
F&M SYSTEMS CO.
div. of Fischbach & Moore. Inc
P.O Box 20778
Dallas. Texas 75220
equal opportunity

Mr M H kessier.
Dept BM E-12
RCA Corp
Bldg 3-2
Camden. NJ 08102

employer

We are an equal opportunity
employer MF

1------------1
USED BROADCAST AND
CLOSED CIRCUIT EQUIPMENT
S\nC Generator~ Swucners Audio Equipment Lenses
and L1gh11n9 Equip Equipment Manutac1urers TeleMa·
non Spotrnasie- Son' Ampe• Bell S. Howe! IVC
Conree Panasonic 3M Bal1 8101hers Canon Brad
lord Ourck-set GE Gral\e• Call coneci or wtne

EQUIPMENT WANTED
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Linda McAllister
TeleMation. Inc.
P.O. Box 15068
Salt Lake City. Utah 84115
(801) 487-5399
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Mon1101s !Monochrome
& Coton Moununq
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VTR s v.oeocassene oiavers and recorders

Phone 717 /794/2191

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (Cont'd)
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EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE (Cont'd)

PROFESSIONAL CARDS (Cont'd)

011~:-1.0µ for all vour prun- ..•.1011~1!audio n.·qUlrl'tlWl1l .• H,,ttom line oriented. F.T (" Hrew c-r: Ho' ..,n·,:-. 1't•fl-.aL'•1la.
Fla. :~:!.)(I,').

-,

RALPH E. EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio En9lneers
AM - FM - TV • CATV - !TFS
3500 North Sherman Blvd.

\\"E srv 1Tl:!E:'.Tl{.\\~1,-Ttllt:' ,1: ('.\l'.\l'l'l'lll:,;.
~t'ntl your ¡¡..t .• uf .•ule- u••.m- :'pt-'1.:1._tlt.\ :'uppl_\ Ltd . P t 1
Bov :t.!:l~l. Deuver. t.."11]0 "":!:!:.!

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53216

PROGRAM SERVICES
"F'ree .. Cotal•1,I!.
book-. aircheck-:

\\'ritt-:

Phone: 414-442-4210
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McCLANATHAN

H,.,,

Deejay-: ':'\ew Comedy'. l I .111111cla
....•1.fit-d1•nt'·hnt' \!ª).."".~It 1
Catalog FREE'. Edmund Ornn. ~";","i->I\\\ ...t Robert ...
Fresno. CA. 9:1705.

& ASSOCIATES

Cons11lting

Engineers

APPLICATIONS & FIELD ENGINEERING
TURNKEY INSTALLATIONS - RADIO & TV

Domestic

and Foreign

P. O. Box 750
PORTLAND, OREGON 97207
Phone: 503/246·80QO

JJ:'\GLE,.;. ;-;T.\TIO\ I IJ -, A\:'\01'\\[
:'PllT:' ~l"J"r
market quality at bottom dollar C<i:-llt' Production .•. P (I
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Please run the ad attached m BM/E s
CLASSIFIED MARKETPLACE

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
COHEN

12 issues
3 issues

& DIPPELL

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

6 issues
1 issue

rn a space of
inches
words under the ctassincauon of

Formerly GEO. C. DAVIS
527 Munsey Bldg.
( 202) 7B3·0111
Washington. D. C. 20004

MemlerAFCCE
JANSKY & BAILEY
TeleCommunications
Consultin9
Department
CATV & CCTV
Phone 703/354-3400-01!.722 or 2400
Shirley Hiway at Ed1all Road
Aleicrndria.
Vir9inia 22314
Atlantic
Reiearch Corporation

From
CHU ASSOCIATES,
INC.
Tetecomrnuntc atrons Oivrsron
AM-FM-TV-CATV
Appllcations-Facditles
Planning
Field Surveys and Proofs
Appraisals
800 Fesler St. El Ca¡on. Ca 92020
(714) 442-9459
TWX 910 331 1178

VIR JAMES
CONSULTIN(; RADIO ENGINEERS
Appllcatlon1 and Field EnqlnHrln9
Computeri:ied
f·requency Surv•yt
345 Colorado llvd.-80206
()0)) JJJ-5561
DENYER. COLORADO
M1'"b"

AFCCE

IROADCAST
oí

Name

Broadband Information
Services, Inc.
274 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 1001 6.

Station or Co.

EASTERN
STATES
274 Mdd1son Avenue
New York. New York
212·685·5320
Charles C. Horner

Address
City

MIDWESTERN
New York

Zip

Stale

To find a JObor fill one 10sell a product
or service
send your ad I along with

Plant Iª'
Route

I,

STUDIO DESIGN

S)slrmt.
Olli

Factíüte
,(.

s

Plunníng,

J\lanuJac11u111

DYMA ENGINEERING, INC.
Box 51, Taos, New Mexico
Phone: 505/758-2686
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AKAi America Ltd
Cover 2
Ampro Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56
Astrionics
Div. of Technicolor
....•..•.....
66
Audio Devices. Inc. .
11
Auditronics
Inc
63
Automated Processes Inc
7
Avantek Inc
CM/E-10
Belar Electronics
Laboratory Inc
53
Bell & Howell. Audio Visual
Products Div
20
Broadcast Electronics Inc
12, 58
CBS Laboratories.
A Division of
Columbia Broadcasting
System Inc
56
Canon Inc
13
Central Dynamics Ltd.
.. ....•............
1O
Cerro Wire & Cable Co ....•...........
CM/E-4
Cetec Inc. .
61
Cinema Products Corp ....•.....
19. 52. 57, 60
Cohu Electronics Inc
37
Collins Radio Co ...............•..•.......
33
Cosmicar Optical Co .. Ltd .......•..........
62
Datatek Corp. . . .
. ............•........
61
Dynair Electronics
....•......•..•.........
3
Eastman Kodak Co. . ........•..•.....
CM/E-9
Electro-Voice
Inc ..
........
27
Fidelipac
...
...... .
54
Fort Worth Tower Co .. Inc ............•.....
59
Grass Valley Group. Inc .• The
5
Gotham Audio Corp. . . . . . . . . . .
.
14
Heller-Oak Finance Corp
CM/E-6
Hitachi Shibaden Corp. of America
Cover 4
International
Video Corp. . . . .
.
Cover 3
Jampro Antenna Corp .........•...........
63
McMartin Industries Inc
59. 60
3M Company. Mincom Div
17
Pacific Recorders and Engineering
Corp.......................
.
52
Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp.
. .CM/E-7
Potomac Instruments
Inc.
.
58
RCA Broadcast Systems
22. 23
RCA Electro Optics
55
Richmond Hill Laboratories
Inc
21
Robins-Fairchild
....
. ........•.......
8
. ... 57
Russco Electronics Inc.
.15
Sansui Electronics Corp.
.CM/E-6
Sitco Antennas
.
. . . . . .21
Systron-Donner
........•...........
.. .. 9
Tape-Athon Corp.
... 58
Tektronix Inc .....
TeleMation .
.
47
Television Microtime Inc
,
50
Tracor Industrial Instruments
54
Wilkinson Electronics Corp.
.
18
Windjammer Cruises
......•..•........
41
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX

BM/E
Class1f1ed Advertising
Dept.
Blue Ridge Summit. Pa. 17214
717-794-2191
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STATES
Office

WESTERN
STATES
11 11 Hearst Buoldong
San Francisco, California
415-362-8547
Wolloam J. Healey

94130

16400 ventura
Blvd.
Encono. Caloforn1a 913 t 6
213·981-4721
Art Mandell
JAPAN
Nippon Ke1soku Inc.
P.O. Box 410
Central Tokyo,
Japan
Tokyo (03) 667-7681
Yosho Yamamoto
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Here are five
good reasons to buy
IVC's fully-automatic
broadcast 240 Film Chain Camera
and 4000A Multiplexer.
We have dozens more.

Money. We put the latest
solid-state
circuitry and
some clever devign techniques into the IVC-240
and the 4000A-not
just
to make them more reliable. but to give them the
industry's finest price/
performance
ratio. Example: we use costly precision fixtures, like other
manufacturers.
to align
the 240·s dichroic mirror'>.
nhke other manufacturers, however. we set
the mirrors
permanently
in optical epoxy. The expensive fixtures st ay here
-but
the precise optical
alignment
stays with the
240-permanently.
Features like this hold the
price of the 240/ 4000
combination
to le.,., than

O.

A better mirror system.
The IVC-4000A's
mirror>
swing vertically. like the
flag on a taxi meter. Thi-,
approach
makes it difficult for dust to se u le on
the reflective -urfuccs and
provide- a vrnooth on-air
trunvit ion: the spccinl
tapered mirror'
are po<iuoned by sclf-brnk ing
motor'
in juvt one fifth
of a second. Audio-follo"
logic i' built into the
'>)

vtern.

W.:'11 he gl:1d lo give you
all the rc.i-on-, why
choo-i ng I VC i' a good
1110\'C.

Vloney again: Hav inga
vmgle ncutr.il-dcnvity
ñhcr « heel invrdc the

Iree-stunding camera
cabinet. Ordmarily. rf )OU
accidentally
humped into
a film-chain
camera.
you'd disturb the picture.
But "hen the JVC-240\
cabinet " accidentally
bumped or nudged. picture
poviuonal '>!ability.~"
viewed on a picture monitor."
vir tuall y unaffected. The reason: the
optical '>)'>lem .md V1d1con >oke a'>'>cmbiie'> are
mounted
on a veparate
rrgid backbone
that 1\
lagged directly into the
íloor through
the sheet
metal of the cabinet
The
effect is the mechanical
rsolauon of opucs and
.abrnet

It makes your studio
look nicer.
But we c.m't tell you all
about the 240 and the
4000A here-there
ivnt
room lo t alk about their
minimal maintenance
requircrncnt-.
their e veept iorinl vt nhil it y, their
h.indv-off opcr.u ion. their
autorn.u ic Ic.uurc-. We
'ugge'I
you write lo
C;1111cra Product J\l:in;1gcr
;it l he ;1ddrc" below.

camera for automatic
"hite lev cl i' a vpccial
covr-vavirig bonus from
the JVC-240. Th" unique
arrangement
can vav e >ou
up to $4200 hy eliminating the uvual ve par ate
dive for each projector.
The lightweight
dive and
high-torque
motor. which
arc built into the camera
cnclovur c. rcvpond to
light level change'> up to
I 00 to I in 0.6 second
(mu xrrnum). And t> pica I
change'
arc cornpcnvatcd
for much Iavrcr
n automatic
black level
cir curt cornplcrnent-,
the
autornauc
white le v el
control.
Revult · hundv-otf
operuuon-c-all
day.

lntern1tlonel

Video Corporation

l ruer nut ron al Video ( or poruuon
990 Alm.mor Avenue
Sunnyvale.
C uh íor ru.. 94086
I ele phone (40Ki 7\K-1900
Circle 148 on Reader Servic e Cerd

www.americanradiohistory.com

It's not a lot of money
for the camera ...
it's a lot of camera
for the money
,__'~
'i

Hitachi Shibadens FP-1200 Plumbicon • .. the
broadcast-quality color camera with the down-toearth price tag.
Excellent color fidelity and sensitivity. plus
three-tube efficiency are just two of the many
outstanding features that will make the FP-1200 a
valuable addition to your studio operation.
Especially for broadcast. cable. medical,
training and educational applications.
Consider this feature: low-light-level
capability with switchable 6 db gain. Several other
reliable TV cameras offer an acceptable, studiooriginated picture at 150 foot candles. The FP-1200
is the only low-cost color camera with bias-light.
It produces quality color at 1Ofoot candles.
Another important plus. Serviceability and
stable performance mean minimum maintenance.

Add in the many other features you'd expect
from a camera like this: 10-1 zoom lens with
automatic iris control, built-in encoder. color bar
generator. color temperature compensator,
horizontal aperture correction. optional extended
red. solid state design ... to name just a few.
For a live demo. specs and pricing. call or
write Hitachi S(,ibaden ... "The Image Makers."
We thinK you'll agree that the FP-1200 is a
lot of camera for the money.

@

HITACHI SHIBADEN

Corporation

of America

Exec Off 58·25 Brooklyn-Queens Exp'y,
Woodside NY 11377 Phone212-898-1261
Ornees in Chicago, Los Anqeres Toronto
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